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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

March 3, 1975
TO:

All Members of the Faculty

FROM:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:
•

March Meeting of University Faculty

The next meeting of the University Faculty will be held
Tuesday, March 11, at 3:0012·.ID· in the Kiva.
The agenda will include the following items:

(pp.1-3)

1.

Approval of summarized minutes of meeting of February 11.
(Minutes attached.)

2.

Elections and Nominations:
a.

Election of a Vice Chairman of the Voting Faculty
for 1975-76.
b. Election of two members-at-large of the Policy
Conunittee for terms of two years, 1975-77.
c. Nominations to fill nine vacancies on the Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee for 1975-76 as follows:
4 regular members for two-year terms and 5 alternates
for one-year terms.
d.
Conunittee replacements -- Professor Thorson.
NOTE: The Academic Freedom and Tenure Policy has the
following to say about nominations:
"Nominations shall be
made from the floor at the regular meeting preceding the
election meeting (presumably on April 8). Additional names
may be placed in nomination by written petition signed by
five members of the Voting Faculty presented to the Faculty
Secretary at least ten days before the scheduled election
meeting. The agenda for the selection meeting shall contain
the names and departments of all nominees • . • . (Nominees)
shall be members of the Voting Faculty with tenure (or whose
tenure decision date has passed without adverse notification)
· • • • For the purpose of this section, members of the
Voting Faculty shall include neither departmental chairmen
nor others designated as ex-officio members of the Voting
Faculty in Art. I, Sec. l(b) of the Faculty Constitution.
Not more than one member of any department shall serve at
the same time • • • • No regular Committee member shall
serve more than two consecutive two-year terms, and under
this provision only Professor Findley is ineligible for
election • • • . Regular Committee members and alternates
should be elected because of their known independence and
objectivity and because they can be expected to exercise an
informed judgment concerning the teaching and research
qualifications of other faculty members."
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p. 4-6)

p. 7-8)
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3.

Proposal for Revised Freshman Admission Requirements
(as amended at February 11 meeting)--Dean Weaver for
the Entrance and Credits Committee.
(Statement
attached.)

4.

Request for the establishment of a School of Architecture
and Planning--Dean Adams for the College of Fine Arts.
(Statement attached.)

IPP· 9-11) 5.
6.

Proposal for Santa Fe Graduate Center--Dean Spolsky.
(Statement attached.)
Annual Report of the Athletic Council--Professor Parker.
(NOTE: Because the extensive accompanying materials have
been included with the last two agendas, they will not be
reproduced here, so please bring your set of them with
you. A few extra copies will be available at the meeting.)

(pp.12-13) 7.

Revision of Leave Policy--Vice President Travelstead
(Statement attached.)

(pp.14-15) 8.

Minor revision of Statement on Academic Freedom and Tenure
at Branch Colleges--Vice President Travelstead. (Statement
attached.)
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-3THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
March 11, 1975
(Sununarized Minutes)
The March 11, 1975, meeting of the University Faculty, held in
the Kiva, was called to order by Vice President Travelstead at
3:07 p.m., with a quorum present.
Upon motion by Professor Regener, a group of students and nonstudents, as well as Ms. Susanne Burks, reporter for the Albuquerque Journal, were invited to attend the meeting as guests.
A list of the Voting Faculty having been distributed, it was
agreed that the names of A. M. Garrett and R. L. Watkins should
be added.
Continuing with the matter of voting eligibility, Vice President
Travelstead read a memorandum from President Heady relative to
faculty members on leave not having been included in the mail
referendum concerning the Faculty Senate. The President's attention having been called to Section 5(b) of the Faculty Constitution which says, "Members not on active duty may, however,
attend meetings and vote," his memo continued:
"In view of this
language, I am now of the opinion that members now on active
duty should participate in such a mail referendum. Since I will
~ot be able to attend the March 11 faculty meeting, I am conveying this to you in the event that the Faculty takes action with
regard to this question of voting eligibility." Dr. Travelstead
said tr.at he had read the memorandum to make it clear that faculty members who are on leave and are attending today's meeting
may, ir..deed, vote.
The summarized minutes of the meeting of February 11 were approved without formal action.
Professor Hillerman was re-elected Vice Chairman of the Faculty
to serve during 1975-76.
Professors Caplan and Hillerman were elected members-at-large of
the Faculty Policy conunittee for the two-year term, 1975-77.
The following persons were nominated to fill nine vacancies on the
Academic Freedom and Tenure conunittee for 1975-76: Professors.
Caton (Chemistry), Davis (English), Doxtator (~econdary Educati~n) ,
Estes (Health Physical Education, and Recreation), Green (Physics
and Astronomy), Holemon (Educational Administration), Howarth
(Physics and Astronomy), Kyner (Mathematics and ~t~tisti~s),
McDennott (Philosophy)
Peters (Business and Administrative
Sciences), Porter (History), Prouse (Theatre Arts an~ Secondary
Education), Riedesel (Biology), Roebuck (History), Si~kels
(Political Science), Stahl (Pharmacy), and Tuttle (Phil~sophy). ~t
was announced that the election will be held at t he April 8 meeting

and that brief biographical sketches of the no~inees will accompany the agenda.
~rofessor Thorson , for the Pol icy Committee, reconunended the
fol~owing r~placements:
D. Simonson for K. Christman on the Budget
Rev7ew Committee; J. Yeakel f or K. Christman on the university community Forum; and L . Felberg f or R. Lewis on the Registration committee . These recommendations were approved.
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Upon the advice of the parliamentarian , Vice President Travelstead
said tha t the rr.otion for the re-i nstitution of subject - matter
admission require r.ients by the fa ll semester of 1977 , as twice
amended at the neeting of February 11, ·w a s on the floor for further
discussion .
Dea~ McRae thereupon proposed , on behalf of the Entrance and Cred i ts Corr.mi t "C.ee, to amer.d the section on "Deficiencies 11
by changing the last sentence from "Subject matte r deficiencies
canno t be satisfied in any other way" to "Si.:'bject matter defi ciencies c annot be satisfied at the Unive rsi t·.r level . " Discussion
on the a"Tiendment \·:as interru?ted by a challe!!ge fro:n Professor
Casso as to the legality 0£ what took place at the February 11
meeting, because t:11e:ce were non- eligible voters and also because
a vote was taken wi 1:.hout the resul ts being c.nnounced . Dr .
Travelstead reolied that the oarliamentarian had advised that the
business that ice~ place befo~e the c hallenge as to non - eligible
voters wa s legi tirnat:e because i t was not cha llenged . The matter
of admission re cuir2ments ,·:as held over until the present meeting,
he said , because the re nad been a question of eliginility conceruing the vote en that particular issue; also, the results of the
vote ·w ere not given because they were not official in the opinion
of the presidi.ng cf ficer, bas ea. on t:f-ie advic e of the parliamentarian .
Professor Dick, the oarli2LF''n-tarian, reiterated that it was proper
to continue ciisc·..:ssicn oi ti1e carried- cv:::r motion and to accept as
legitimate those matte rs that were aooroved by the Faculty prior
to the iss~ance of the challenge .
Th~ previous quEstion then
being called for and voted, the Faculty voted to approve Dean
McRae' s amend.men t .
Professor Gale moved to amend the main proposal by deleting,
under "Subject Hatter rtecuirements, 11 the ph.::-~i:e " Languages other
than Er..g1ish -- 2 units of -a single language" and to change th~ subsequent. wording in that oart of the pro?osal so that it would
co1:1forn: to the earlier version , i . e. , as it existed before t~1e
Ulibarri amandment aoorcved at the February 11 meeting .
On a
ruling f rom the oarliamentarian , Professor Ga1e changed h2 r
~otion fror.1 "amendi ng,; to one of "reconsidering" the proposal by
eleting the phrase noted above •
. Professor J..r2.gon said that he had not been recognized
earlier- when he had wantei ~he floor arid that he moved now to
~hallenge the presidir.g officer's ruling that the final vote at
bhe Fel:ruar.1 11 meeting ,,.- as not offic i<:11 and ':10uld ~herefore not
e anncunced or recordea a.'10. that continued discussion of the
1;>roposal regarding ad.'ilission reauirements , as twice crnendeci, was
1 ~ order .
Vice Chairr.ian Hillerman then took the chair .
Professor
~ick , parliamentarian, e xpr essed his opinion that Professor . .
rogon's aooeal was out of order-- that an a??eal to the presiding
Officer's decision not to record the vote and to continue the dis ~Ussion at the March meeting should have been m~de at the
eb~uary 11 meetina and not at the present mee t in g when the comPosition of the Fa~ulty is different .
Professor Hillerman ac~~~ted the parliai"Tlentarian I s ruling that the a p peal ,.;':s out o~
inot ~r , and a motion was then made to overturn the rul.u g .
Th is
ion was defeated .
Action on bor earlier motion having been interrupted by the

-5above proceedings, Professor Gale moved again that the Faculty
reconsider its previous decision to include languages other than
English as a requirement for admission to the University. After
discussion, the motion to reconsider was lost.
A motion calling for the previous question being approved,
the Faculty, by a substantial margin, then voted to approve the
main motion as amended. A subsequent motion for a roll-call vote
was then defeated.
Dean Adams, for the College of Fine Arts, and Professor Schlegel,
for the Department of Architecture, presented a proposal that the
Department leave the College of Fine Arts and become a separate
School of Architecture and Planning, effective July 1, 1975. It
was pointed out by Dean Adams that 76 of 95 schools of architecture
in the country are now separate units, with the remainder moving
in that direction. With the additional reconunendation of President Heady and Vice President Travelstead, the Faculty approved
the proposal.
Dean Spolsky, on behalf of the Graduate Conunittee, proposed that
the University establish a Santa Fe Graduate Center which, following the model of the Los Alamos Graduate Center, would offer
graduate study for resident credit. He said that the Center would
offer graduate study for resident credit. He said that the Center
would offer courses applicable to the Master's degree in such
areas as Public Administration, Business Administration, Educational Administration, Guidance and Counseling, and Engineering,
with new areas to be added as demand grows and with each program
requiring the approval of the Graduate Conunittee. The Center,
he noted, would be self-supporting, being funded from tuition and
t~rough contracts with appropriate agencies, and its organi~ational pattern 'tt.Ould be similar to that at Los Alamos. A Director of the Center would be appointed by and report to the Dean of
the Graduate School; courses would be offered only with the consent of the department responsible; and all faculty would need
approval in the normal way
He added that the proposal re~pon~s
to an expression of interest by various governmental agencies in
Santa Fe and to a survey carried out by two members.of the s t ~ff
of the State Personnel Office. Dean Spolsky emphasized that it
is the full understanding of the Graduate Conunittee that such a
program must not be offered at the expense of the program on the
ma~n campus; that if the proposed funding is not available, the
University is not ready for such a Center.
An amendment by Professor Sickels to stipulate that each
program to be offered at the center would require the approval of
the General Faculty rather than the Graduate Conunittee failed to
carry by a vote of 42 to 59. Dr. Kline also moved an amendment
to stipulate that "Each such program would require the approval
of the Graduate cgnunittee and the college and department concerned." This amJndment failed by a vote of 37 to 58. The previous question then being called for and voted, the Faculty approved the proposal of the Graduate Conunittee as presented.
0

The meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
Ma rch 11, 1975
The March 11, 1975, meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by Vice-president Travelstead at 3 : 00
p . m., with a quorum present .
VICE-PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
President Heady is in
Mexico City and asked me to preside today, and I have an
opening question for the Faculty which I would like to
present at this time.

Vi sitors
Invited to Attend

As you know , the rules of the Faculty a number of
years have been that only eligible Faculty members are to
attend , and the students designated by the A.s . u . N. M. and
the G.S.A . are entitled to attend the meetings .

We have the list from G.S.A. and A. S . U. N. M., but it
is quite obvious and I have already talked to some of these
here, that there are other students and other people in
the room who are not on that list, but apparently who want
to attend this meeting .
My first question to the Faculty is, what is your
pleasure about the nature of this meeting, and whether we
restrict it to the usual rules of Faculty, and t h e students
named , or whether you want to change those rules today.
That is my first question .

Mr . Regener?

PROFESSOR REGENER Mr . Chairman, I move that the
students be admitted to this meeting as our guests.
FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

TRAVELSTEAD
It has been moved and seconded that the
students , r suppose, and nonstudents -- we also have a
reporter . Do you want to include that?
11-e-

REGENER
And same thing applies to Susarx Burks of
the Albuquerque Journal .
TRAVELSTEAD

The motion in large says students,
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nons tudents, and Susan,._Burks from the Journal would be
invited to be our guests at this meeting.
It has been
moved and seconded.
Is there a discussion on this motion?
FACULTY MEMBER Would the essence of Mr. Regener' s
motion be to allow participation of these students?
TRAVELSTEAD
Not in the motion. That is usually not
the case when you have them. Somebody else may wish to
express an opinion on that, or Mr. Regener , you may wish
to elaborate.
The motion is to admit all students, nonstudents,
and Susan Burks to be our guests today at this meeting,
and only those who are eligib le to vote, vote, and that's
later , these will be visitors and will be allowed to stay
in the meeting during the duration. Yes.
FACULTY MEMBER
Shouldn't the faculty be seated
first.
I think there will be a scarcity of seats.
TRAVELSTEAD
Well, I think we will make provisions
for seats or else move the room. There are some chairs
not yet filled. As a matter of fact, if there is a vacant
chair by you, would you hold up your hand? It would help
some of these standing to find it. There are some scattered
over on this side, and the steps here. We have the motion
now to admit the people that have beendesignated. All
those in favor say "aye."
FACULTY MEMBERS
TRAVELSTEAD

"Aye ."

Opposed, "no."

FACULTY MEMBERS

"No."

I rule that the "ayes" have it, and the
TRAVELSTEAD
people are invited guests.
PROFESSOR HAMILTON
Mr. Chairman, I understand the
anthropology lecture hall is available and it is wired for
sound and I wonder if it might be a good time to suggest
moving over there.
I think we would be more comfortable.
It would be easier to conduct the meeting than in
these crowded circumstances.
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TRAVELSTEAD
we needed it.

We have reserved the halljust in case

Mr. Durrie has pointed out for not only a number of
reasons, the moving over there, but the preparation of
materials and moving the information on the board, it would
be better if we could be seated here.
However, I think we can move if and when it becomes
necessary and it still is apparent that there are a lot
of people not seated.
You people standing here are invited to come here and
sit down if you wish.
It is a nice, soft, carpet. Sit on
the steps or the carpet. Let's stay here if we can.
If
it becomes necessary, we will move.
I would like to point
out
FACULTY MEMBER
At last month's meeting there was
some question about who constitutes an eligible voting
member of the Faculty.

,v oting Faculty
List; Those on
Eligible to
vote

TRAVELSTEAD That is the next point I am going to take
up, abou t the eligibility to vote.
Most of you have received at the door -- if you
don't, we have some extra copies, if they're not enough
to go around -- we may have to share some -- a list of the
official Faculty voting list for the second semester, and
I want to call your attention specifically to it so we will
not have the ambiguity that we had last time.
It is alphabetically arranged, and I suggest that each
of you accept the responsibility -- this is a Faculty
voting list -- accept the responsibility for looking at one
of these lists now, or hold up your hand and we will get
?ou one, and in checking on that list, see whether your name
is on there.
If your name is on there, you are eligible to vote
at this meeting. Unless we have made an error, you are
not eligible unless your name is on there.
We have one addition on page twelve. On page twelve,
the name of R. L. Watkins should be added. Are there any
Faculty members here who do not have access to such a list?

If you would hold up your hand, we will try to get
one to you, or someone close to you can share one. The
Faculty Policy Committee and various groups in this
University are considering the eligibility for voting as
this relates to next year, and new type of appointments.
That is not relevant today, and this list constitutes
the official list as best we could put it together, of
those now eligible under the present rules of the -- of the
constitution.
I would like to suggest that somebody -- yes, Mr.
Garrett?
PROFESSOR GARRETT On page four, I note my name is
scratched.
Is that because the letter of appointment
hasn't been fulfilled or completed retroactive to the
seventeenth of January?
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Garrett, who moved from the College
of Education, Continuing Education, and has a letter of
appointment, you would add the name -- first name, Mr.
Garrett -GARRETT

Milton.

TRAVELSTEAD
-- Milton . Garrett should be added.
In that connection, still talking about eligibility to
vote, I want to call your attention to the last category
on page twelve, which indicates those who are on leave,
and I want to read a memorandum which the President wrote
to me on this point before he left.
"In the distribution of ball~ for the mail
referendum on the F a c u l t ~ proposal, Faculty
members on leave were not included because that
group had not been counted as members of the \toting
Faculty on active duty for purposes of determining
a quorum. 11
11 My attention has since been called to this language
in section S(b) of the Faculty Constitution:
<Members not on active duty may, however, attend
meetings and vote. 1

The President continues:

'

"In view of this language,I am now of the opinion
that members now on active duty should participate
in such a mail referendum.
Since I will not be able
to attend the March 11th Faculty ~~ng, I am
conveying this to you in the even~e Faculty takes
action with regard to this
tion of voting
eligibility• II
A_
That section indicates what the President referred
to, that persons on leave may attend meetings and vote.
"I want to make that clear, either here or later in
a mail referendum."
Mr. Durrie, is there any further point on that?
MR. DURRIE
TRAVELSTEAD

I don't think so.
We will proceed with the agenda.

Item number one, approval of summarized minutes of pummarized
meeting of February 11th. What is your pleasure? Once Minutes of
again, I would like to invite the people standing to come Fe~~uary 11
d
in th·
.
.
. d .
.t
Mee 1ng Approve
is open area.
I think you will fin it qui e
comfortable, certainly better than standing and we are
trying to avoid moving to anthropology.
We will if it becomes necessary, absolutely necessary
and is there a chair vacant anywhere that anybody can
help us find?
Hearing no objection, they will be approved as sent
to you in the material for today's meeting. We will move
to item number two. Elections and nominations.
I'll ask Mr. Durrie to explain the basis for this
agenda item.
DURRIE The vice-chairman presides at the meetings
in the absence of the President and the academic vicepresident, or when the presiding officer wishes to speak
f~om the floor.
The president incumbent is Professor
Hillerman. Nominations are in order and voting will be
by a ballot if there is more than one nominee.

Election of s e
Chairman for
1975-76

FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

Nominate Professor Hillerman.
Professor Hillerman has been nominated.

FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

Second.
It has been seconded.

FACULTY MEMBER

Move the nominations be closed.

TRAVELSTEAD
Move the nomination closes, second, all
in favor that the nominations be closed, and he be appointed
by acclamation, say "aye."
FACULTY MEMBERS
TRAVELSTEAD
are you?

"Aye."

Opposed, "No."

Mr. Hillerman, where

If I fall over here, I will be calling on you. Election of Two
Members - at-Large
Election of two members at large of the Policy to the Policy
c
·t
Committee for
ornrni tee for terms of two years.
.QA(
• ~
975-76

~

DURRIE
This election is indicated by the «p~t:!a~iea
of~two-year t e r m s .Professors
~f
George ad ?illerman.
The C o n s t i t u t i o n ~ the cornrnitt~ /'' ~ Policy
Commit tee is empowered, one, to define duties, nominate
members and designate chairmen for the standing committees
of the University Faculty, subject to consultation/ with
the President of the University, and confirmation by the
Voting Faculty; two, to schedule reports from any of these
committees at designated meetings of the University Faculty;
three, to consider matters of educational policy in general,
whenever such matters are not appropriate to any special
committee.
Four, to consult with the administration in the
development of the budget, with special attention to the
Policy ques tions of the distribution of resources; five,
to make reports and recommendations direct to the
University Faculty for action by that body, and, six, to
express to the Regents and others, Faculty points of view,
and authorized to do so by the Voting Faculty>fy petition
of members of the Faculty, singly or in groups , the Policy
Committee shall serve to represent such members before the
Regents and any member in any matter believed worthy by
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~
that committee. ~ Policy Committee is elected as follows:
One member elected by each of the College Faculty and the
g-eneralAibrary, one member elected by the Graduate
Committee, and three members-at-large elected by the
Voting Faculty, of whom no more than two shall be from any
one college, ~ince the carryover member from next year is
from Arts and ScienceS, this r estriction means that no more
than one of those elected today may be f r om that college.
Deans and ex-officio members of the Faculty as defined
in article one, section one(a) and (b), are not eligible
to serve on this committee.
The Constitution states that after completing two
successive two-year terms on the Policy Committee, a member
may not serve again until two years have elapsed.
Under that ruling, only Professor Regener is
ineligible for this election, except, of course, the present
members of the committee whose terms continue through next
year.
Listed on the blackboard
Policy Committee as presently
including the following whose
their colleagues has recently

is the membership of the
established for 1975-76,
election or reelection by
been announced.

Arts and Sciences Professor Senninger, Education,
Professor Auger, Fine j\rts, to be elected, Nursing,
Professor Martin, Pharmacy, Professor Hadley, and General
Library to be elected.
If there are more than two nominees for members at
large, voting is to be by preferential ballot. Nominations
are now in order.
TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Howarth?

PROFESSOR HOWARTH
TRAVELSTEAD
Thomason?

Professor Green, Physics.

PROFESSOR THOMASON
TRAVELSTEAD
Bachelor?

Profe s sor Green.
Professor

Professor Sanford Cohen.

Professor Cohen, Economics.

Professor

3/11/74, p. 8
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Tony Hillerman.

PROFESSOR BACHELOR

Professor Hillerman, Journalism.

TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Regener?
REGENER
library.

Mr. Homestead, Doctor Homestead in the

TRAVELSTEAD
Homestead. Yes?

Doctor Holmstead in the library, Ma ck
Please, your name?

PROFESSOR GORDON
Alan Reed.

Alan Reed.

My name is Gordon;

TRAVELSTEAD
Alan Reed of the library has been
nominated by Mr. Gordon. Other nominations?
DURRIE
GORDON

I s that R-e-e-d or R-e-i-d?
R- e - e - d .
Professor Roebuck , History .

FACULTY MEMBER

TRAVELSTEAD
Professor Roebuck, History. Other
nominations for the Policy Committee? Professor?
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Hamilton of Economics .
Professor Aragon?

PROFESSOR ARAGON
TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Griego of Mathematics.

Professor Griego , Mathematics.

PROFESSOR MARTIN

Estelle Rosenblum from Nursing.

TRAVELSTEAD
Estelle Rosenblum from Nursing.
nominations? Professor Boatwright?
PROFESSOR BOATWRIGHT
Engineering.
TRAVELSTEAD
Professor Huber?

Other

Professor Bradshaw , Electrical

Professor Bradshaw, Electric Engineering.

PROFESSOR HUBER
TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Caplan.

Other nominations?

FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

I move the nominations close.

Move the nominations close.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second?

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD All those in favor, say "aye."
"no." Here are the list o f n ominees.

Opposed,

Mr. Durrie, will you direct us on how to r e spond?
DURRIE
Yes, indeed. Joe, if we could have a couple
of tellers distribute the ballots . . I think there are
plenty here.
Somebody?
TRAVELSTEAD
El ig ible ·voters will please hold up your
hands as they come around.
DURRIE Now, this i§..dlP.1P...9rtant, please, because if
the instructions aren't""~ the ballots will be invalidated.
I will put-~ while these are being distributed
I will write these in alphabetical order, but please list
all the nominees on your ballot alphabetically, and
indicate your preference by a number following each name.
In order for your vote to be valid , there must be a
number after the name of every nominee. Don't just put
the first two.
FACULTY MEMBER

Write larger.

FACULTY MEMBER

Print.

DURRIE

All right.

TRAVELSTEAD
we will collect the ballots but we will
not count them today.
Please follow the instructions
carefully that Mr. Durrie gave you. That is the only way
to have the ballots valid.
Anybody who did not get a ballot who needs one?
Anybody else need a ballot? Mr. Pace up there in the
back needs one, Boatwright needs one.

DURRIE

Shall I read these again?
Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER
DURRIE

Bradshaw

FACULTY MEMBER
DURRIE

And their department, please .

Pardon?

FACULTY MEMBER

And their departments.

DURRIE
Well, all right. Electrical Engineering.
Caplan, businessi>administrative scienc~ Cohen, Economics;
Green, Physics and Astronomy; Griego, Mathematics and
Statistics; Hamilton, Economics; Hillerman, Journalism;
Homestead, Library; Reed, Library; Roebuck, History;
Rosenblum, Nursing.
Please list them in this order and put a number
after each name in the order of your preference, from
one through eleven.
First preference is number one.

From one on.

FACULTY MEMBER Why don't you chairm~n and administrators stay away from the board?
TRAVELSTEAD
Will you pass the ballots to each end,
please, around this way and we will coll~ct them here.
Speed that up as much as you can, please. All of them in?
I would like to
We will move to the next election.
invite once again the people standing to be seated if you
wish.
It is going to be a long meeting. Any ballots not
in? Any other ballots not in over here?
'Nominations to
Academic Freedom
We will move now to item C, under two, nominations and Tenure Comto fill nine vacancies on the Academic Freedom and
mittee for 197576
Tenure Committee for '75-'76.
Mr. Durrie, four regular members for two-year terms
and five alternates for one-year terms.
DURRIE
To save time, I will only repeat a part
of What is in the agenda about these nominations, all of

Q;
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which is quoted from the Academic Freedom and Tenure
policy. Nominees shall be members of the voting Faculty
with tenure or whose tenure decision date has passed
without adverse notifications.
For the purpose of this section members of the
voting Faculty shall include neither departmental
chairmen nor others designated as ex-officio members of
the voting faculty in article one, section one (b) of
the Faculty Constitution.
Not more than one member of any department shall
serve as a regular member or an alternate on the
Committee at the same time, so since the five holdover
members are from anth~opology, economics, educational
foundations, law and psychology, no nominations of people
in these departments may be made.
The rules also say that no regular member shall serve
more than two consecutive two-year terms. Under this
rul ing only Professor Findley is ineligible.
Listed on the blackboard is the committee that is
constituted for the present academic year. The terms
of Professors Campbell, Cohen, Ellis, Fink, and M~lenberg
extend through l75-'76, and the terms of the others, that
is, those with asterisks, expire at the end of this
semester.
I would suggest that several more than the required
ten be -- well, i t is required nine be nominated to
compensate for any duplication within the department,
or for those not having tenure and we will check these
matters in my office prior to the election meeting which
is next month.
In making those nominations, please give the name
of the department as well as the person's name.
Nominations are now in order.
TRAVELSTEAD John, since this is awful small, I
believe we ought to read those over there. They can't
DURRIE

All right.

TRAVELSTEAD

Especially those with asterisks.
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Maybe you ought to read them all because they
cannot read them so far away.
DURRIE All right. The current committee, the
'74-'75 committee~has as the following regular members:
Cohen, chairman, £rom Economics; Campbell, Anthropology;
Caton, Chemistry;
H.C. Ellis, Psychology; Findley,
Biology; Fink, Law; Mo~lenberg, EducatiQnal Foundatioi{;
Nason, Modern Language and Literature;~, Theatre
Arts.
Alternates are Howa.r th, Physics and Astronomy;
McDermott, Philosophy; Peters, Business and Administr ative
Scienc(; Anderson, Architecture; and Estes, Health,
Physica~ Education and Recreation.
As I said before, Professor Findley is ineligible
and also all people in anthropology, economics, educational
foundations, law, and psychology.
TRAVELSTEAD

We are open for nominations.

FACULTY MEMBER

TRAVELSTEAD
DURRIE

Professor Porter, History.

Professor Porter, History.

Porter.

FACULTY MEMBER
Caton, Nason, and
TRAVELSTEAD

I would like to renominate Professors
~
Caton --

FACULTY MEMBER

Nason and

~

TRAVELSTEAD -- Nason and Ia:-aiis.
DURRIE

~~
Nason and

TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Thorson?

PROFESSOR THORSON
TRAVELSTEAD
White?

~~~

Professor Davis of English.

Professor Davis of English.

Professor

PROFESSOR WHITE Nason told me he would lik e not to
be nominated. He ha.s been on it something like six of
the last seven years.
TRAVELSTEAD
Green?

Mr. Nason asked to be removed.

PROFESSOR GREEN

TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Estes .

,._

P r o f e s s o r ~ , Mathematics.
Professor Howarth, Physics and

&;

Professor Howarth, Physics~ Astronomy.

PROFESSOR SMITH
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Juttle, Philosophy.

Professor Crawford?

PROFESSOR CRAWFORD
TRAVELSTEAD
Professor Caplan?

I~

P r o f e s s o r ~ , Mathematics.

FACULTY MEMBER
and Astronomy.
TRAVELSTEAD
Professor Smith?

Oh --

Healt~~tion,,Recreation.

FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr.

Professor Riedesel, Biology.

Professor Riedesel, Biology.

PROFESSOR CAPLAN
TRAVELSTEAD
Professor? ·

Professor Peters, Business.

Professor Peters, Business.

FACULTY MEMBER

Professor McDermott, Philosophy.

FACULTY MEMBER

Professor McRae of Fine Arts.

FACULTY MEMBER

Ineligible.

FACULTY MEMBER

Professor Roebuck of History .

TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Roebuck, History.

FACULTY MEMBER
Administration.

And --

Professor Holemon, Educational

'

Professor Hole.mon, Educational
~~~

TRAVELSTEAD
Administration.

/3l-tSS

PROFESSOR

,,..-:;,

Professor St~hl, Pharmacy.

FACULTY MEMBER
Education.

Professor Doxtator, Secondary

TRAVELSTEAD
Professor Doxtator, Secondary
Education. Professor Dubois?
PROFESSOR DUBOIS
TRAVELSTEAD
Holley?

Green, Physics.

Professor Green, Physics.

PROFESSOR HOLLEY
Science.

Professor

Professor Sickels, Political

c....
TRAVELSTEAD Professor Sickels, Polit~l Science.
Others? Ready to close it?

FACULTY MEMBER

Move the nominations close.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
say "aye."

Moved and seconded.

FACULTY MEMBERS.

All those in favor

"Aye."

TRAVELSTEAD Opposed? We have the nominations on
the board. Do you want to give them all some instructions?
DURRIE
These will be listed with biographical
sketches on the next agenda in April, and the election
will be at that time.
TRAVELSTEAD
DURR IE

They do not need anything on it now?

They don't need anything on it now, no.

TRAVELSTEAD Move to item number three, Pro~~~
for revised freshman admission requirements, as
amended ~the February 11th meeting. Mr. Thorson?

,
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PROFESSOR THORSON
Yeah, I need to make some
proposals on part D under three. On behalf of the
Faculty Policy Committee, I would move that the -Sorry.

TRAVELSTEAD
Thorson.
I -THORSON

Sorry.

e.

Repla~ents on
Standing Committees

Excuse me, Professor

That just needs
J)

TRAVELSTEAD

Item~ under two.

THORSON That is Band D. On behalf of the Faculty
Policy Committee, I move that the Faculty approve the
following replacements on standing committees; On the
budget review committee,
to replace
Professor D. Simonson
and
Professor Karl Christman, both of Business
Administrative Scienc~; ~ the University
A+
ForumJ-P'
( Professor J. Yeakel of Business and Administrative
Sciences to replace Professor Karl Christman; Bn the
Registration Committee, Professor L. Felberg of Music
to replace Professor R. Lewis of Art.
TRAVELSTEAD

You move those --

THORSON I move those on behalf of the Faculty
Policy Committee.
TRAVELSTEAD
FACULTY MEMBER

Second?
Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
Discussion?
"aye".
Opposed, same sign.

All those in favor say

Proposal for
Reinstitution
of Subject
~~
tP.
of freshman Matter RequireItem three, P r o ~ for revis
ments for Admisadmission requirements as amended at the February 11th
sion
meeting. Dean Weaver, ntrance and Credits Committee?
I want to convey advice from the parliamentarian
that we have that motion on the floor as amended and
would proceed to discuss it without it having to be
initiated again. Am I correct on that? Mr. Dick?

'

PROFESSOR DICK

Yes.

1

TRAVELSTEAD
We are now open for discussion on the
motion as amended at the February 11th meeting. Mr.
McRae?
On behalf of the Committee on
PROFESSOR MC RAE
Entrance and Credits, I want to propose a change in the
wording .
On page six of our agenda materials, the present
reading of the last sentence under deficiencies says:
"Subject matter deficiencies cannot be satisfied
in any other way."
The proposed amendment would make it read :
"Subject matter deficiencies cannot be satisfied
at the University level."
TRAVELSTEAD

You are moving this --

MC RAE
I move that amendment, yes.
sentence would read, if amended:

The last

"Subject matter deficiencies cannot be satisfied
at the University level."
TRAVELSTEAD
amendment?
No?

Is there a second to that proposed

Professor MacCurdy?

PROFESSOR MAC CURDY

May I ask just what that means?

MC RAE I can only report to you the thinking of the
Committee at the last meeting.
It seemed to some of the
members of the committee -- it seemed to some of the
members of the -- that the language in any other way
was far too final and exclusionary.
It was felt that this possibly would open the way
for community college, or English classes or something
of that sort that might possible -- of course, in
actuality, if a deficiency is removed, it is no longer

a deficiency, but nonetheless , the Committee voted
to recommend this amendment and I am so doing .
TRAVELSTEAD

Further discussion on the amendment?

FACULTY MEMBER
Would it preclude taking courses at
the University and passing them by getting an acceptable
grade in those courses?
MC RAE
That was the intention of the original
statement .
I think it is still the intention of this
statement.
TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Hersh?

PROFESSOR HERSH
I find this quite confusing. At
present in mathematics, we have a course called
mathematics one twenty which is -- we are now teaching
a course called mathematics one twenty to large numbers
of students.
This is a course which is approximately ninth or
tenth grade algebra . The math department , I believe ,
is supporting the i d ea of putting a subject matter
requirement because we find that high school teachers
are not able to convince students to take math if they are
told they can enter the University without having it ,
and then they come here without that preparation.
Nevertheless , from my experiences with this course ,
I am quite certain that whatever we do with that subject
matter requirement , no matter what courses students
have passed on their transcripts , when they are admitted
here we will find students who are not able to take the
next course, mathematics one twenty-one , and there will
be a need , a continuing need here to offer this material
for our own students, even if they have passed the
subject matter requirements, and now from the language
that Professor McRae read, it seems to me possible that
this course might be illegalized in the sense that we
would now be teaching and giving credit to the material
which is demanded as a prerequisite . That is my
question .
MC RAE
I don ' t know precisely how to answer that
question.
Presently , students come with no deficiencies

'

except as deficiency by your level . That is to say, we
don't have any high school admission requirements, so
there are no deficiencies .
I am not sure what would be
the situation if a student came with a math deficiency
from high. school, not completed two units of math .

I think the language as presently contemplated would
preclude his taking any courses for which university
credit was given, and removing the deficiency in that
way .
I don't
courses that
oh, if there
is Professor

know whether this policy to remedial
do not carry University credit, math oh-oneis such a course or English oh-one-oh, and
Zepper here?

PROFESSOR ZEPPER

Yeah .

MC RAE
I think it was partly your language that
resulted in this amendment . What was your thinking on
the subject?
ZEPPER
It wasn't my language, but we did discuss
this, and the problem that had existed in the past in
trying to remove deficiencies when we did have entrance
requirements was that it became a great bookkeeping
problem .
Now , if one twenty carries University credi t and
students come in with two units of mathematics, even
though they are not able to do the one twenty-one, if
you ask for them to take one twenty- one and it doesn't
have a remedial prefix, they can get college credit for
it but I would think they could be able to get college
credit for this, but then as was mentioned, those
courses that exist as a remedial course probably would
not have then existed in the University and that is
oh-one-oh-five .
MC RAE Well( if they came with two units of math,
there wouldn ' t be any deficiency.
ZEPPER That's correct . And if they took a course
on the books on the level with freshman credit being
given , they would have freshman credit .
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TRAVELSTEAD

Any other discussion?

Mr. Crow?

It seems to me that a student could
PROFESSOR CROW
come in nondegree, take a course for credit, and then
perhaps, you know, pass the course, and then still -- you
mean that would not remove the deficiency and later apply
for degree status?
Do you want to answer that question,
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Zepper, or Mr. McRae?
MC RAE

I don't have an answer.

The matter of requirements would
PROFESSOR WEAVER
not apply to nondegree students.
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Weaversaid the subject matter
requirements would not apply to nondegree students.
WEAVER

At least nondegree students as stated.

CROW
I know, but if he passed the course at
University level, that would -- still would not remove
deficiencies , be later time for later admission?
WEAVER
Well, I think that would have to be
examined by the department.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Hoyt?

PROFESSOR HOYT
No matter what we put the
admission requirements at, as a matter of fact, some
students are going to come here who will be deficient
in certain vital areas, and we should be free to ask
them to take courses to make up these deficiencies and
they should get college credit for it , and I don't
think we should say anything that would imply that they
that they can't do that.
At the previous meeting it was mentioned that at
the University of California, which takes only the top
I don't know what percentage of high school graduates -they still have to put a considerable percentage into
courses to make up deficiencies, and I don't think . . .
anything here should be intended to remove that possibility.

'

49
TRAVELSTEAD
Anybody from Entrance and Credits want
to respond to that point( Mr. Howarth?
HOWARTH
It seems to me that either with the
original wording or with the amendment, we are in the
situation where a student who didn't take whatever number
of credits and mathematics in high school, but then went
on at some more enlightened institution and took some
more advanced mathematics would still not be admissible.
I think this just points the bizarre nature of the
whole proposal.
I can't support it. I can't oppose it,
either.
TRAVELSTEAD
Any other comment on the proposed
amendment? Mr. Trujillo?
PROFESSOR TRUJILLO
I have a question yet.
I wasnl
at the meeting of the Entrance and Credits last time.
The question of whether or not noncredit courses would
count, the oh-one-oh, we have a number of people now
who take those.
They would count or would not count?
MR RAE

They could count.

TRAVELSTEAD Other comments?
on the proposed amendment?
FACULTY MEMBER
question.

Are you ready to vote

I didn't hear the answer to the

This last answer, about noncredit

TRAVELSTEAD
courses?
FACULTY MEMBER

Yeah.

TRAVELSTEAD
The answer was that they could count
toward removal of the deficiency. Is that correct, Mr.
Trujillo?
TRUJILLO
TRAVELSTEAD

That is correct.
Mr. Casso?

PROFESSOR CASSO

Mr. Chairman?

~

,
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TRAVELSTEAD

Ye$, Mr. Casso?

CASSO
Could I get a point of clarification, please?
We are operating under the assum~tion that the motion
that was presented to the Faculty at the last meeting
is on the floor at the ~resent time?
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes.

CASSO
All right.
It seems to me that there was a
serious challenge as to the legality of the matter that
took place because there were a number of noneligible
voters that actually took place, they actually voted, and
secondly, it seems to me that if we are operating under
the assumption that the action of the last Faculty
meeting was valid, we actually took a vote on this motion,
which vote was duly taken, duly given, duly taken, but
not presented to the Faculty, and I think before we
continue on the assumption that the motion is still on
the floor, it would be well for the parliamentarian to
discuss with us if in fact a valid meeting took place,
and if so, was that vote valid?
TRAVELSTEAD
The position of the Chairman is as
follows, and I am subject to being overruled, and
certainly the advice of the parliamentarian is appropriate,
that the Faculty meeting was carried on, the business was
transacted up until the point where the question came on
the motion being debated at that time, and voted on.
It has been the advice of the parliamentarian,
and the President and I feel that the business that took
Place before that time, including other items, Mr. Casso,
even before this particular motion, were indeed
legitimate because they were not challenged, and they
were not overruled.
The reason this was held over was that the question
of eligibility to vote came out on this motion, and that
is the reason that the results were not given, they
were not official as far as the Chairman was concerned,
and, therefore, the item is carried over to the meeting
for continued consideration and action.
Now, that is the position of the Chair, and it is
Mr. Reynoso, do you want to speak to that?
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PROFESSOR RRYNOSO
Mr. Chairman, I would like to
ask the Chai~'s indulgence on one matter.
If the Chair
is of this opinion -- ma¥be I should challenge. the ruling
-- is it the ruling that there -- if I remember correctly
what stopped debate was a motion successfully carried to
adjournment.
Therefore, it seems to me that if now we are picking
up where we left off that this order of business would be
to g et a report on whether the vote came out and we never
got that.
TRAVELSTEAD
The motion was to adjourn and it was
a lso debated, Mr. Reynoso. You are correct. This
particular motion, the motion that was voted on was then,
after the votes were taken, the challenge on the
eligibility of people came into question when it became
apparent there was considerable confusion about who was
eligible to vote.
It was declared by the Chair that the point would
not be fi nished at that point, and that is the reason
we are picking up now.
The motion to adjourn was an entirely separate
issue.
I willdecrare that unless the Faculty wants to
take it up, declare that position of the Chair, that we
are indeed considering legitimately the carried-over
motion that we are on now.
Mr. Dick is certainly free to advise us to the
contrary, or do you want to comment on this?
CASSO

Mr. Chairman, my request --

TRAVELSTEAD
I am referring to Mr. Dick now.
Excuse me.
Mr. Dick?
DICK It would appear that you -- that all of the
Faculty -- that all of the action that took place even
Within the motion that is currentl~ pending, which
includes an a,mendment is in order, and , therefore, all
that we need to do is continue with it, and a ccept what
all has been passed legitimately until the issuance of
the challenge.

,

TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Casso?

CASSO
No, I was saying we referred it to the
parliamentarian. We wanted to get his opinion.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Merkx?

PROFESSOR MERKX
I move the previous question after
the amendment on the floor.
TRAVELSTEAD
The previous question has been moved
and seconded.
It is not debatable. Yes, Mr. Cooper?
PROFESSOR COOPER
To avoid last meeting's confusion,
could we have some identification of who was eligible to
vote today?
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr . Cooper, we went into some detail
earlier, in the earlier part of the meeting and we have
listed -- we have lists in the house that people were
asked to refer to
COOPER

All right.

TRAVELSTEAD -- and if there is any question now,
I suggest that you get one of these lists. They are all
through here, and that is the list.
As far as we know,
it is the list of those eligible to vote.
We are assuming that if there is any doubt in your
mind, you check that list. The previous question has
been moved.
It is not debatable.
MC RAE
For the benefit of many Faculty members
who do not attend many meetings and who are here today
would -- would you explain what moving the previous
question means?

want
take
this
that

TRAVELSTEAD
You are merely indicating that you
to stop debate and that immediately after we will
a vote on the motion, so at -- so a vote to support
motion, to move the previous question is to indicate
you are ready to vote 0 1 the motion .

It is not a vote on the motion , but merely to say
You are ready to vote. All those in favor say "aye."

"Ay_e."

FACULTY MEMBERS
TRAVELSTEAD

Opposed, no.

FACULTY MEMBERS
TRAVELSTEAD
Now we are ready to vote on the motion,
which is the proposed amendment.
DURRIE

~

'M.r. McRae?

"

TRAVELSTEAD
DURRIE

Mr. McRae, what is that?

Yeah.

TRAVELSTEAD

We are now voting.

FACULTY MEMBER
M.r. Chairman, is it appropriate
to request that all votes in this meeting be taken v i a
standing nq(e) count?
TRAVELSTEAD
Well, I was going to do it if it
became in question. When I felt the ceiling s haking
with "ayes" over t he "noes", I thought they had crede n c e .
I will be glad to -- on the critical votes, on the
ones right now we will have it a standing vote if you
think it would be better.
Let's try a voice vote.

FACULTY MEMBER

TRAVELSTEAD
We will try the first with a vo i ce
vote. All those in favor of the amendment proposed by
Mr. McRae say "aye."
FACULTY MEi\1BERS
TRAVELSTEAD

"aye."

Opposed?

FACULTY MEMBERS

"No."

TRAVELSTEAD
The Chai.r is in doubt. All those in
favor, please stand. We may not have to c ount . All
those in favor 0 ~ the moti on to amend , ple ase stand,
and those already standing r aise your hand. No, I mean
those in back.

Will you be seated and all those o~posed, please
stand. I rule that the amendment~- the motion is passed.
We are now ready for further discussion on the main
motion, as amended. Mr.· Howarth.?
HOWARTH
I am not absolutely clear on what our
parliamentarian was saying in terms o f what -- of where
we were at -at the point where th.emotion to adjourn was
passed.
TRAVELSTEAD
a crowded room.

Speak loudly, please.

It is sort of

HOWARTH
Was he saying that at the time we adjourne d
we -- if I remember correctly, what was g o i ng on was a
discussion of challenges to certain members who were
alleged to vote and perhaps who were not eligible.
We were considering that form.
It seems to me if
I understand him correctly, he is saying that we are now
at that same point.
TRAVELSTEAD
Well, we will get a verification. He
has advised me that we are at the point of a main motion
as amended last time, and now amended a moment ago.
We are at that point. Mr. Dur rie, do you want to
read it?
DURRIE
Well, it i s the original motion, John ,
including the Ulibarri amendment which was approved and
also an amendment that was i11tr oduced by Professor Steger•
Th.ose two were approved by the Faculty. Th ey are
They are in the summarized minutes
of the meeting. They are also in the materials on page5
four through six.

in the agenda today.

HOWARTH
I understand that, but a f t er t ho se amendments were ~assed, there was a vote taken on t he main
motionr and then challenges were raised.
I am not clear
why that part of last time's mee ting -- between t he
Passage of the last amendment and the time when the
motion to adjourn was passed which was made -- I am not
q~ite clear why that part of the meeting has sudde nly
disappeared.

'

TRAVELSTEAD
Because that is where the challenge
was made. Mr . Di.ck may wish to comment on this.
DICK That i.s where the challenge was made. Up
until that point all the activity has been approved of,
and at that point there was a motion to adjourn, and it
was ruled that the motion to adjourn was in order, and,
therefore, i t was carried, and, therefore, everything
up until the time of the motion to adjourn was in order.
HOWARTH
But that would mean that we are left at
the place where we should still be discussing the
direction of the challenge to the votes on the main
motion which had already been taken.
You are disappearing part of the motion, part of
the last meeting .
DICK
No , I really doubt if the same people who
were here the last time are here again today.
HOWARrH

What does that have to do with it?

TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Mann?

PROFESSOR MANN
I understand the difficulties in
knowing how to deal with that vote last week, but if
what Mr. Dick just said is correct, then that vote is a
matter of record, but there has been no report of it.
He did not say that the vote was out of order. He
said that the vote was in order. If it is in order, what
is the position of the Chair as to how we handle the
results of that vote?
TRAVELSTEAD
The position of the Chair then at the
end of that meeting and now, and I am certainly willing
for the parliamentarian to comment againJthat indeed the
final motion was not counted, and ~inished because that
is where the challenge came.
Therefore, the -- this remained a point in abeyance.
We picked i t up at that point, and obviously, we could
not go as Mr . Dick has just said -- go back and see which
one was here and which one wasn't.

Therefore, we take the motion up according to
the parliamentarian and debated it and yote on it today.
That is the position o;f the Chair- Mr. Thorson?
'I'RORSON
I. am not -- I don't thlnk I am confused.
I think some other people may be. ¥ou have made a ruling.
We have two choices. We can either debate the main
motion, whlch is the ruling which you have made under
Professor Dick's suggestion, or we can overturn that
ruling, and go back and try and reconstruct last month's
meeting.
I dontt think we should stop this.
If someone
wishes to overturn this ruling, someone has to merely move
that.
TRAVELSTEAD
Any other comments?
further debate on this motion.
DEAN GALE
TRAVELSTEAD

We are open to

Mr. Chairman?
Dean Gale?

GALE I would like to propose an amendment and then
speak to it if it is seconded. All you -- all of you
have a copy -- did you get a copy as you came into the
room of the half sheet?
TRAVELSTEAD

Talk loudly, please.

GALE
Okay.
I would like to propose the following
amendment which reopens the question of the requirement
for a language other than English.
I think most of you have a copy of this on a half
sheet, and the amendment I would like to propose is as
follows:
On the sentence which reads under the requirements,
•
f
.
1
~anguages other than English, two units o a singe
language,"delete that phrase, reyise the next
sentence to read as follows:

II J.

"The remaining four units of the specified thirteen
must be chosen from the following list of restricted
electives."
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Follow that sentence with:
'\Not more than two units may be chosen from any
one group except for group B," and then add at
the end of the group listing,
"The two or more additional units may be from any ~
courses for which credit is granted by the studen~s
high school."
TRAVELSTEAD
GALE

Do you wish to move that?

I move this amendment .

TRAVELSTEAD

Second to it?

HOYT
Point of order, Mr. Chairman . It seems to
me that this is really a motion to reconsider. This is
a motion to revoke .
In other words, the amendment that was the last
thing adopted and I wonder wha t the parliamentarian will
tell us as to the rules on that?
DICK Okay .
Really part of it i s not in order .
The number one portion of it stated, "amendment on
deletion is not in order . "
The remainder of it is , but what we have in the way
of - - say - TRAVELSTEAD

Do you wa nt to explain that, Mr . Dick?

DICK
Right .
You see, you are asking for a deletion
and onc e a subsidiary motion has been passed, a deletion
is not acceptable .
Here is what the latest edition
of Robert's Rules says about this .
It says , "after words
have been inserted , or added -- " and this is a case of
Professor Ulibarrits amendment -- you s ee, they cannot
be changed or struck out exce~t through a reconsideration
0 £ the vote, or through an amendment presenting a new
question in the form of a motion.

I really -- in this case, it has to be a
reconsideration.
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TRAVELSTEAD

Of that deletion part?

DICK
Ot the deletion part. The nwnber one, and,
therefore, if you were to accept that idea, and propose
to amend in terms of pa,rt two, three, and four, of your
proposal, that would be in order.
GALE
It would seem I would need to ask for a
reconsideration first, then, because parts two, three ,
and four hinge upon
DICK
Right.
Right. And therefore , a
reconsideration is in order on the pending motion, right.
I would like to move reconsideration of that
GALE
issue, then.
TRAVELSTEAD

Is there a second to reconsider?

PROFESSOR DARLING
Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
a question just for information.
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes, Mr. Darling.

DARLING
Normally on a reconsideration, somebody
who voted in the affirmative has to be the one to ask
for reconsideration, is that
The supreme court,
TRAVELSTEAD
That is true.
Is that right, Mr. Dick?
I think, has now moved on that.
DICK
Right.
There has been a court ruling on that.
This is a supreme court ruling. This makes
TRAVELSTEAD
Speak loudly, Mr. Dick. They want to
hear this.
There is a vote of five to four, I think, in
the supreme court.
DICK
I knew these issues would arise so I decided
to do what -- get all the homework ready, but here's the
situation on that.
It is no longer necessary tor us to
determine how a ~erson voted last time in order for him
to reconsider.
What the courts have decided is this: All these
maneuverings and -- they call this a maneuvering, have
been set aside by court decisions that any member has
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the right to propose any motion , regardl ss of low h
voted previously , unless the organization a o ts
rul
limiting this right .
TRAVELSTEAD
DICK
You see , to
any motion ,
because his

He or she .

And we don ' t have a bylaw to th t
f c .
deny any member of the right to pro ose
and this includes a motion for recons·d
t·on,
previous vote is discriminatory .

The Chair rules that Mis5 G l
TRAVELSTEAD
right to make this reconsideration motion, and w
open for debate on it .
Mr . Aragon?

h

PROFESSOR ARAGON
Point of order ,
o
I don ' t wish to -- when you asked if anybody wan
make a motion to reconsider your ruling, I rai
hand and you turned the other way and recogniz d h~r
before me .
TRAVELSTEAD

I didn ' t see you , Mr . Aragon .

ARAGON
I am not accusing you.
I know it w s
lawful mi take .
I am certainly not accusing you o
maneuvering .
TRAVELSTEAD

Nor I you .

ARAGON
I hope you can say that when I am through .
I do suspect that there was some maneuver·ng at th last
meeting that I find distasteful and unethical and it is
for that reason that I would like to offer that we take
a vote on whether we want to accept your ruling or no·
It was my understanding the last me ting that the
chairperson of that meeting ruled that since he had
twice read who was eligible to vote , he was going to
accept .
He could only go on -- on the rcsul
f th
voting .
While that was being explained, one of the cont rs,
not in a nonparliamentary way , but a q estionabl way,
did in fact release the results of th vote to on of
the members of the Faculty , who then moved for an
djournment .

u

At that point, Vice-2resident Lavender called
Chair's attention to the fact that some members of
Faculty knew what the result of that vote was, and
others didn't, and he asked that the entire report
released.

the
the
the
be

That request was denied, so that I do think there
was some maneuvering that I think was distasteful at
the last meeting, and, therefore, I do rise to challenge
your interpretation and I so move.
It has been moved and seconded.
TRAVELSTEAD
I hear a second -FACULTY MEMBER
FACULTY MEMBER

Oo

Second.
Second.

TRAVELSTEAD -- that the Chair's ruling on this matter
be overturned, and I will ask Mr. Hillerman to take the
chair and take a vote on this motion.
GALE

You have got a motion.

FACULTY MEMBER

It wasn't seconded.

TRAVELSTEAD
Professor Hillerman is the Chairman
and will conduct the vote on this motion.
HILLERMAN And doesn't know whether this motion is
debatable but presumes it isn't and if that ruling
isn't challenged, I will call for the vote and all in
favor -FACULTY MEMBER

Explain this one.

What is it?

HILLERMAN
we are voting on a motion to overrule
the ruling of the Chair.
FACULTY MEMBER

W:hicn was'?

HILLERMAN Which was in effect, and in force that
the -- that we donlt go back and trx to reconstruct
the last meeting that we vote on -- that we are here
today to vote on whether or not we approve the motion
to reinstitute some entrance requirements.

O·

DICK
Sir, I think a parliamentar~ sug9estion might
be in. order here .
H.ILLE.RMAN

I would accept one.

DICK
And that is, reallyr if there were to be an
appeal concerning the. chairmants decision, that appeal
should be directed at the last meeting when we had the
composition of the voting Faculty, which did exist at the
time, and, therefore, I would think that an appeal at this
point would be out of order.
FACULTY MEMBER

Right.

Yes.

HILLERMAN Does the Faculty wish to contest the
parliamentary ruling?
HERSH

Where would we be if we passed the motion

to
HILLERMAN If we passed the motion to overturn the
chairman's ruling, I presume we would then be at the
position of trying to decide
How many people voted legally yes and how many
voted legally no to the last motion

DICK

At the last meeting?

HILLERMAN

At the last meeting.

Mr. Aragon?

ARAGON
Mr . Chairman, I don't think you are correct.
I think that we -- ifwe overturn the chairman's ruling,
we would merely then, I think, as the counters -- I
don't think they have forgotten -- what the results of
that vote was, and then that would be the actual Faculty,
then, we could decide what we are going to do .
As a matter of fact, I believe to ask the
parliamentarian~- to the parlia,mentarian that an appeal
was in -- an appeal was made on Mr . Lavender.ls part t~
ask -- when he asked ~or ~elease of that vot~, that, in
essence, was an appeal, which was denied by the Chair.
PROFESSOR MAC CURDY
HILLERMAN

Mr . Chairman

Mr. Mac Curdy.

MAC CURDY
As the one who cha.llenged the vote last
time, or the right or the eligibility of someone to vote,
I think that '-_s a.11 I. would ha,ve to do would be able to
come up with one name of one person who voted last time
who was not eligible to vote to throw the whole vote out.
HILLERMAN
MAC CURDY
speak on that.

I am sure that is true.
And I would like the parliamentarian to

DICK
That was the essence
adjournment at the time, because
was thrown in to the eligibility
and, therefore, I would say that
at the moment is correct.

of the reason for
of the confusion that
of the people involved,
what you are suggesting

HILLERMAN I would like to, if we could move this
along, I will as acting Cha i rman, accept the ruling of
the parliamentarian, that Doctor Aragon's motion is out
of order • . If the Faculty wishes to overturn the ruling
of the partliamentarian, then I suggest somebody make a
motion to that effect and we will get on with it.
FACULTY MEMBER

So move.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

HILLERMAN
DICK

Now, is this motion debatable?

What is the motion?

HILLERMAN

The motion, Professor Dick?

DICK This, in effect, is an appeal, and an appeal
is debatable, and, therefore, I would say that this is
debatable •
. HILLERMAN
Okay. The motion is to.overtur~ the
ruling of the parliamenta.rian. The parliamentarian has
ruled that a motion by Doctor Aragon is out of order.
Doctor Aragonts motion, you all heard, and I am
sure understand, and I would be presumptuous to try to,
1 think, explain it.

Therefore, does anyone wish to debate the motion to
overturn the ruling ot the ~arliamentarian?
DEAN JESPERSEN
Mr. Chairman, I would just like
to submit that thi.s is all such a futile etfort because
regardless of where we go on this matter, someone could
simply ask to reconsidex and we will go to the vote of
this membership, so why waste so much time in trying to
reveal the vote -- what the vote was last time when
everybody knows what it was anyway.
ARAGON
you tell me?

I don 1 t know .

I would like to know .

FACULTY MEMBER

I don't know.

FACULTY MEMBER

I don ' t know.

FACULTY MEMBER

It is a secret.

DEAN HUBER

Would

I would only like to point out --

I don't know whi ch direction it
FACULTY MEMBER
was .
I don't remember the exact numbers.
HUBER
I would only like to point out that I don't
think anyone could really tell you, because by people's
own admission, namely, when Mr. Mac Curdy challenged the
gentleman up here , the gentleman was not on
that was
sitting up here -- the gentleman was not on the voting
list.
He said he had voted. Professor Pace then stood up
and says, "One of my colleagues has already left, ~ut
did vote, and I don't know for sure how he voted,"1.f I
remember Wayne Pacet.s comments exactly , 11 but the fellow
has already gone.
Therefore, if he had gone and you had a challenge,
how would you know how it would have come out? This is
why I suggested at first there be a rqll call vote, roll
call votes, another one, which was turned down, so then
we moved to adjourn.
FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

Yes .

HILLERMAN
It ha,s been moved and seconded .
in favor of the l?revious question , sa,y l'aye. 11
DUR.RIE

All

i'Vhat is the question?

FACULTY MEMBER.

What is the question?

HILLERMAN
.Motion has been made to close debate,
a motion has been made to move the previous question to
close debate on the motion, to overturn the ruling of the
parliamenta,rian.
We are now voting on whether we should continue
to debate , whether or not to overturn the ruling of the
parlimentarian or desist. All in favor of desisting will
say II aye. 11
FACULTY MEMBERS
HILLERMAN

"Aye."

Those opposed

FACULTY MEMBERS

"No.

11

HILLERMAN We will desist debating the motion to
overturn the parliamentarian and vote upon the motion,
whether or not we wish to overturn the parliamentarian.
Now , does anyone have a question abou~ this motion?
FACULTY MEMBER

Could you repeat it, please?

HILLERMAN
Mr. Dick., would you repeat your
instructions? Your interEretation, Mr. Ulibarri?
ULIBARRI
I have a question . Is a parliamentarian,
a servant of this Faculty or the ruler?
HILLERMAN
Faculty .
ULlBAR.RI
HILLERMAN

The parliamentarian is a member of this

That~s all.
Doctor Dick, would xou repeat your ruling?

DICK
I really at this point, the -- the voting
from the --- because ;f the challenge at the last meeting,
the voting was invalid on the outcome of the motion, and,

therefore, ruling of the action that trans~ired to the
time of the ultimate vote on the ~ending -- on the
motion i.s s.ti.11 pendi_n9 now... There. is no way that we
could have. --- that we could validate the vote as it
existed at the last ~a,culty meeting. Tha,t is
logistically im~ossible to do( and, therefo,re, under
the circumstances, i thi-nk we should get on with the
business of the assembly ..
HILLERl\llAN

The motion is

FACULTY MEMBER

Hear, hear.

MERKX
The parliamentarian's ruling was simply
that Professor Aragonts motion was out of order?
HILLERMAN

Right.

MERKX
If we vote to -- if we vote -- and that
was challenged, but if we favor the parliamentarian's
ruling, we now vote no on the coming vote?
If we favor Professor Aragon's motion, we vote yes?
That is simple enough.
DURRIE

Okay.

FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

HILLERMAN

Those in favor of -- Doctor Aragon?

ARAGON
was the -- was it the parliamentarian who
instructed the Chairman to announce if anybody wanted
to challenge his ruling, he should?
DICK

That is on appeal, yes.

HILLERMAN The ruling is now being challenged.
We
are now voting on Doctor Aragon's motion to overturn the
ruling of the parliamentarian. Those in favor of the
motion to overturn the parliamentarian's ruling shall
say "aye."
FACULTY MEMBERS

"Aye."

,

HILLERMAN

,

Those opposed, "no."
"No."

FACULTY MEMBERS

HILLERMAN
The "noes" have it. The parliamentarian's
ruling stands, which brings us back to reconsider
TRAVELSTEAD
Yeah.
We will now recognize Miss
Gale for reconsideration of the motion.
GALE
I move to reconsider the previous decision
to include languages other than English as a requirement
for entrance to U. N. 1.
TRAVELSTEAD

Is there a second?

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.
It has been moved and seconded.

TRAVELSTEAD
may talk to it.

You

GALE
There are a number of reasons I make this
suggestion, and I will just tick them off, one, two,
three, four five.
Item one, it seems to me that this acts
differentially on various groups. If you take an Indian
speaking student who does not speak Spanish, you
obligate him under this ruling to learn a third language
and I don't think -FACULTY MEMBER
GALE

No.

Yes, you do.

FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

No.

No.

Let her continue, please.
No, you don't.

I will recognize you to answer it.

GALE
Number two, the language requirements as
Proposed is the only requirement on the list which cannot
be met in a substitute or alternative way. For the
other requirements, students could take A.C.T. tests in

the event that they had not met the specificcourse
requirements.
This alternative was not available in the foreign
language.
I am told that the State Department of
Education in New Mexico does set minimum standards for
high school graduation, which includes all of the
recommended areas mentioned by the Entrance and Credits
Committee, but which do not include a foreign language
requirement.
I am further told that there will be small schools
in rural areas which do not offer languages other than
English, and that this would be potentially handicapping
to students so far as fulfilling this requirement.
And the last point that I would like to make is a
kind of personal comment.
It seems to me that the effect
of this original addition to the requirements was to
obscure the discussion at hand.
I have talked with a number of people since last
month's meeting and have had many of them to say to
me, "I was in favor of the reinstatement of requirements
up to the point when the language other than English was
required, and then it seems to me it became far too
restrictive."
I sense, from our debate in February as well as
from other discussions with other Faculty, that many
people, or some people who voted for the addition of
the language other than English did so not necessarily
to favor that position, but to divide the range of the
people in favor of reinstating requirements and for
these reasons, I would like to have this motion
approved.
TRAVELSTEAD
we are open for debate on this motion
to reconsider.
Mr. Ulibarri?
ULIBARRI
My name is Ulibarri. The lady has not
identified herself.
I represent the Faculty of the
department of Modern Language.
She has not told us who she represents.
TRAVELSTEAD

May I interr upt , please?

I did

identify her as Assistant Dean Gale of the College of
Nursing.
ULIBARRI

You identified her?

TRAVELSTEAD
She can identify herself if you wish,
but that is a Faculty -ULIBARRI
TRAVELSTEAD

I have more room for more interruptions.
Continue, Mr. Ulibarri.

ULIBARRI
Thank you.
I speak the -- a language
other than English. Quite obviously, the lady does not.
I represented a Faculty,
I represented people who are
not here to speak for themselves.
I think · that is a terribly important factor, and
about those little schools out in the boondocks that she
is so concerned about, beginning, I don't know when, we
are not suggesting that an Indian learn Spanish and
English and French and German.
If an Indian from the reservation comes in with a
language other than English, he already qualifies -FACULTY MEMBER

No.

FACULTY MEMBER

No.

Continue, Mr. Ulibarri.
TRAVELSTEAD
them answer later.

We will let

ULIBARRI
I don't know what the mechanics will be,
but those could be worked out for those people who come
in with deficiencies in language, they could be worked
out if there is a will to work them out, just as we have
worked out people who have come in with deficiencies in
mathematics or science or whatever.
We are not trying to impose anything. We are trying
to broaden the academic base of the university, to be
unilingual -- is that identical to being American ? Not
in New Mexico.
There are people who are bilingual, there are people
who are trilingual and what do you say for four, qua-?

,
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FACULTY MEMBER

Qualingual.

ULIBARRI
There are -- I think this state has
attracted a very special kind of immigration, immigration
of people who have gone around the world and who speak
many languages.
Let's keep it that way. Let's not reduce people to
one language, and thank you, thank you very much.
TRAVELSTEAD

Professor Hoyt?

PROFESSOR HOYT
I would just like to support Doctor
Ulibarri on one point.
There certainly is not intent
to exclude a Navajo or any other Indian who speaks an
Indian language, because we have no means right now for
testing it.
A way could very easily be found around this, and
I think it is just a kind of a red herring that obscures
the issue. At least there is a provision, special
admission, and if nothing else, Indians whom everybody
knows speak in Indian language, could be admitted under
special admission, until we get this business of a
testing procedure for Indian languages worked out.
I don't think we should waste time on that point.
TRAVELSTEAD
Any other debate on the motion to
reconsider. Mr. Morrison?
PROFESSOR MORRISON
Mr. Chairman, I would like to
endorse Professor Ulibarri and Professor Hoyt's remarks.
This is a multi-language multi-culture state, and I
think what we are proposing to do, unless it includes
requirements such as these, sounds like this monolingual,
monoculture university is trying to exclude part of the
population of the state, and I think we need a provision
like this.
FACULTY MEMBER

Speak up.

MORRISON
I think we need a provision like this to
emphasize the fact that we are trying to address the
multi-lingual, multi-cultural population of this state.

'

TRAVELSTEAD
Further discussion on the motion to
reconsider? Mr . Crow?
PROFESSOR CROW
James Crow from Journalism.
I
want to make the same point on this -- in support of
this amendment that I will make against the whole thing
that you are imposing standards on kids coming into
this University that we don't even require them in the
whole damned Un iversity, which doesn't even make sense
to require anything when we -- you don't even have to
have anything to get out.
TRAVELSTEAD

Further discussion?

HOv·JARTH
I am neither able to support the
amendment or support what we like if we did have the
amendment.
I understand Professor Ulibarri 's concern for the
Spanish speaking people and people who speak Indian
languages in this state.
These are very things which should be encouraged.
This -- the requirement of a second language at high school
level to get into the University doesn ' t affect all these
people who speak Spanish anyway.
Whether you have it or not, they will speak Spanish
or Indian languages. The people it affects are the people
who speak -- who don't speak Spanish or don't speak in
Indian language.
You -- it is argual whether they should at the high
school level, even when they don't have to when they get
here .
I think there is a lot of reason for believing
that they should be encouraged to, but I see no reason
at all for compelling them to .
TRAVELSTEAD

Knudsen?

PROFESSOR KNUDSEN I would like to speak against the
motion .
r believe that two years of language in high
school is in no way inducive to this other culture.
I
think it requires far deeper communications and study
than the two years .
Unless such a thing is followed up, I think that it

,

0
is meaningless .

That is point one.

Point two , I think that however we look at things,
that modern communications is slowly making one language
dominate, and I feel this is a very unfortunate, but I
think it is a truism, if you look at -- at a l l the
languages and the sciences that are moving fast now,
most of the lone words that exist are in English, and
I feel that this will eventually cause languages that
are spoken within smaller groups to be wiped out.
I don't think that two years in a modern language
does the job. It should require a much deeper meaning
in the culture so this is -- I feel this is not enough .
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Thorson .

PROFESSOR THORSON
FACULTY MEMBER

I move the previous question.
Second.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second .

TRAVELSTEAD
Move the previous question . Which
means we are deciding whether to take a vote immediately
after .
All those in favor of moving the previous question,
say "aye . " Opposed, "no."
The "ayes" have it . We are now ready to vote on t he
motion which is to reconsider. That is item number one
on the dittoed sheet.
Is there any question about what you are v oting on?
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD
Peters?

Yes.

The motion is to reconsider.

PROFESSOR PETERS
reconsidering?

Mr.

Will we vote on the merits of t he

TRAVELSTEAD
No, reconsider merely means we open
it up for reconsideration. Right, Mr. Parliamentarian?

'
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DICK

Right .

,

TRAVELSTEAD
We are merely opening this for debate
and r econsideration . All those in favor, "aye." All
those opposed, "no. "
The '\noes II have it .

Mr . Adams?

PROFE SSOR ADAMS
Mr . Chairman, forty-five minutes
have passed since we began to debate this . I move that
the previous question on the main motion .
FACULTY MEMBERS

Second .

TRAVELSTEAD
The previous question has been moved
on the main motion .
This again is to indicate it is not
debatable , it is to indicate whether you wish to vote
on the main motion .
All those in favor of making that vote immediately
after this, say II aye. 11 Opposed, "no . '
The "ayes" have it.
main motion .

We are read to vote on the

Now , may I have your attention to clear up where
we are . We are now ready to vote, as you have just
indicated, on the main motion, which is the admission
requirement, as amended twice last time, including the
language requirement and the condition about mathematics.
Am I correct on that , Mr. Secretary?
DURRIE

Yes .

TRAVELSTEAD
Opposed, "no . 11

All those in favor, say "aye . "

All those in f a vor, stand . It is understood that
those voting are eligible to vote?
FACULTY MEMBER
All those behind the top railing,
if you are not voting, maybe you should ask them to sit
down.
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

could we have a roll call vote?

We will get that in just a minute.

Will you all be seated just a moment, please?
All those on the top row -- on the top rail voting
for the motion, please stand, and those who are now
standing who do not wish to vote either move out or
sit down. Above the top rail, those voting for the
motion please stand.
And others who are standing, just because there is
no place to sit, take care of yourself, either you are
voting on this by standing -Point of order.
FACULTY MEMBER
roll call vote, Mr. Chairman?

Could we have a

If the body wishes it.

TRAVELSTEAD
FACULTY MEMBER

So move.

FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
It has been moved -- those people
please sit down.
It has been moved and seconded that we
have a roll call vote.
It is open for discussion.
FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

Mr. Chairman

FACULTY MEMBER

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

Previous question.

TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Schmidt?

PROFESSOR SCHMIDT
I suggest that if you ask the
"nay" voters to stand, you may settle the issue quickly.
I don't know. You might try it.
FACULTY MEMBER

I second that.

TRAVELSTEAD Let's try this. Let's try one more
time . All those voting for the motion please stand in
t~e house. All voting for the motion in ~he house?
.
Will you be seated? All those voting against the motion,

,
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please stand.

I rule that the motion is passed.

Next, the next item on the agenda
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Chairman?
Yes, Mr. Reed?

FACULTY MEMBER
We had a motion on the floor in
regard to roll call vote. Are you going to ignore that?
TRAVELSTEAD

It was never
It was seconded, sir.

FACULTY MEMBER
DURRIE

Was it?

FACULTY MEMBER

It was seconded.

TRAVELSTEAD
Well, it has been moved and seconded
we have a roll call vote. All those in favor of roll
call vote, please stand.
All those not in favor of roll call vote, please
stand? Well, we will move to the next item on the
agenda.
Item number four, request for the establishment
of a l>chool of Architecture and lhanning.
I recognize Mr. Adams.
STUDENT~
TRAVELSTEAD
STUDENT ~
TRAVELSTEAD

I -A point of information, yes?
I -Please talk loud.

STUDENT~
I want to know -- I understand that
the question was called, and it was -- the vote for the
question to be called was approved, and then the vote was
taken?
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes.

STUDENT~
And the entrance requirements were
the whole thing was approved?

TRAVELSTE D

Yes.

STqDENT ~
But why, during all the debate on
the proposed amendment and so on, was there no point in
it when there was any occasion to -- like the people who
came representing, you know, concerned students, to
present their point of view? Why are they even here?
There was no consideration at all to that?
TRAVELSTEAD The procedure for that, when the
previous question was called for, then the body decided
whether they wanted more debate or participation.
They voted not to have that, and that is the ruling
of the body, and then we voted on t h e motion.
STUDENT~
Well, what I don't understand is
why there was -- where was -- did the initial debate
come in.
I never heard any initial debate except on the
amendment.
TRAVELSTEAD
I will have to rule you out of order.
We have passed that point of business.
I would like to
mention that there is no smoking in the K.I.V . A.
Somebody called my attention to it.
the next item?

Mr. Adams, on

Establishment
of School of
Architecture
ADAMS
On page seven and eight of your agenda, you and Planning
will find a memorandum from Professor Schlegel
recommending the establishment of a separate.School of
DICK

Sir.

Sir.

Architecture and°"Flanning.

I would like to move approval of that proposal
and if there is a second, then speak briefly to it.
I so move.
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD
recognized.

Second.

It has been moved and seconded.

You're

ADAMS
The Department of Architecture, beginning
at the University a long number of years ago, and was
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for quite a while at the beginning, a Department of
Architectural Engineering in the College of Engineering.
It later became a Department of Architecture in
in the College of Engineering, and then in 1958, moved
for -- from engineering to the Fine Arts.
This speaks, I think,a great deal to the evo l ution
of the discipline of architecture which in many Amer i can
universities began as a branch of engineering science,
which in many universities shifted as the times shifted ,
closer to the arts, and in many cases, Departments o f
Architecture had the same history as here at U. N. M.
Architecture has been a part of the College of Fine
Arts known for quite some time. I have been Dean during
most of that time, and the Architecture Department
Faculty has gone from an F.T.E. of three, very tiny
department, to a department of somewhat more than eleven
on the Faculty, and a very large number of students,over
a hundred graduate students at the present time.
It offers both an undergraduate degree, and the
graduateprofess i onal degree, a master of architecture
which is a master•s degree of others -- a good bit more
extensive than the usual master's degree .
If it is a professional degree, that leads towards
certification as an operating architect. Along with
that evolution, it also developed a considerable stake
in the field of planning as has happened at many other
universities, many schools which teach architecture are
called schools of environmental design, or schools of
architecture and planning, o~ various other designations.
And the field of planning has become an increasing part
of the architectural profession.
Fewer and fewer · architects are engaged in simply
the design of buildings, but rather many in the design o f
the entire human environment in which all of us live.
As a result of that, architecture has been moving
rather more, I think, to becoming a branch o f the
social sciences, than of the arts.
We have had members of the architecture faculty
recently, who are now with PhD d e g rees in economics and
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sociology and American Studies, and in other typical
Arts and Science Disciplines. We have a Faculty member
with a degree in law.
The department is quite broad in its concerns, and
I think this will become increasingly so as time passes.
The Arts, in other words, are but one of the components
of the architectural field, as now defined.

In most American universities, architecture has
already moved to becoming the -- becoming separate
schools or colleges, as the case may be. A vast number
of architecture schools are now indeed separate, and
the relatively small number were not -- are moving in that
direction.
Professor Schlegel,
is also president of the
of Architecture. And he
I think, of the movement
accredited schools.

who is chairman of our department
National Association of Schools
has become increasingly aware,
in that direction by the

I thus think it is entirely appropriate at this
tL~e that the department should choose to leave the
College of Fine Arts.
This matter has been studied by
the Fine Arts Faculty. There is no objection to it on
the part of the Fine Arts Faculty.
We feel that in Fine Arts we have done well by the
department over the years, and we would wish them well
as a separate unit.
TRAVELSTEAD
Schlegel .

I would like to recognize Professor

PROFESSOR SCHLEGEL
I hop e when Clint was talking
about becoming broad, he wasntt talking about the physical
effects of the Faculty as far -- after twenty years in
the Department of Architecture .
They, too, have become
broad, I guess.
But L just want to make a few comments. The reasons
for this move are clearly pointed out in the memo which
You received with your statements compiled by the Ad
Hoc Committee listed on page seven, which, I think, you
have all read, so I have -- so I move to amend to that.
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I would just give you a few numbers. There are
ninety-five schools of Architecture in the universities
at the present time.
Seventy-six of them are either schools or colleges.
Nineteen of them are departments, but nine are in the
period of transition into a separate unit, so as a
separate identity, the trend is quite clear.
Naturally, when I became Chairman seven years ago,
we had a hundred students. We now have four hundred.
At the present time, studying architecture in the
universities there is twenty-five thousand studen s.
There is only thirty-five thousand registered
architects. This is one of the fastest growing fields
occurring in the university as far as student interest
is concerned at the present time, and they are really
looking at the broader picture of architecture, planning
and environment, the whole physical form, the design of
that really physical environment, and so with this, and
the fact that we no longer could look at the discipline
as just that of building buildings, but look at it as
an inner disciplinary discipline, we look at it with the
intent of more service to the community, a major role in
research and applied research.
We now have a number of research grants dealing
with the physical environment. We have a service
community, design center, and so with this in mind, we
feel that these things could be strengthened by becoming
a separate unit.
Thank you.
TRAVELSTEAD
FACULTY MEMBER

Is there discussion on the motion?
Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER . . Yes.
TRAVELSTEAD
All those in favor of the motion, please
say "aye." Opposed, "no."
(No response•)
Motion has passed. we will go to item number five,
Establishment
Proposal for Santa Fe Graduate Center. Dean Spolsky.
I
of Santa Fe
would like to ask the Faculty to please stay with us.
Graduate We have got some items that we would like to complete here Center
today.
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SPOLSKY
Mr. Chairman , the present proposal
comes to the Faculty from the Graduate Committee after
consideration, and after -- by the Faculty Policy
Committee, and having been referred to other parts of
the University.
On page eleven of the agenda, you have the background of the proposal essentially. The request came
to the University from the State Personnel Office , to
consider the possibility of offering selective graduate
programs in Santa Fe, primarily for state employees ,
but possibly for others interested when it is possible to
offer a quality graduate program there, and provided
funds could be found separate from the regular funding
of the universities .
After extensive d i s cussions inside the University
and outside, the proposal on page ten was developed . The
essence of the proposal on page ten is to give authority
for the establishment of a Santa Fe Graduate Center ,
modeled on the Los Alamos Graduate Center, with the
understanding that the staffing of that center would be
by Faculty approved by the University , and by the
department of the University as being qualified to teach
courses there , that courses taught there would be under
the control of the department offering them on the main
campus, as at Los Alamos, and that programs offered
there would be specifically approved by the Graduate
Committee before they were offered.
That is to say if it were proposed to offer a
master's in public administration, such a decision would
be approved by the Graduate committee, only when it was
s at i sfied that over a given period of time students
completed appropriate requirements.
It is also made qu ite clear in this proposal that
the funding for this center would have to be separate
from and not at the expense of the funding of the
~niversity. To support the proposal, a bill was entered
in the legislature recently, funding the proposal at
the level of forty-six thousand.
The bill received a do-pass recommendation from the
Se n ate Education committee, and as of the moment , under
consideration by the Senate Finance Committee.
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On behalf of the Graduate Committee, I move the
approval of the proposal on page ten.
FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
It has been moved and seconded.
is open for discussion.
Mr. Reed?

It

REED
Mr. Chairman, the Graduate Committee made a
great effort to solicit information about who the
potential students might be for the center in Santa Fe,
and also to get some feeling of what the community i nterest
might be there, and it is instructive, I think, that
Senator Thompson and Burrell from Santa Fe discussed
S.B. 320, the bill that would fund the graduate center,
and that some of the key people in prompting the
University are high ranging administrators in the State
Personnel Department and the State Highway Department
and some other state agencies there.
Saint Joseph•s College offers a very limited
summer master's program. The College of Santa Fe doesn't
offer any graduate level work of this kind.
I think
it would be a very great advantage and a great service
that the University could offer the state if we would
establish a graduate center there.
TRAVELSTEAD

Further discussion?

Mr. Green.

GREEN
I believe we, of course, at Physics, have
had experiences with the Los Alamos Center and it has been
very beneficial, both ways.
The only thing that bothers me a little bit about
this is Los Alamos, of course, picks up the tab for that.
There is no question about it, this one, if we get the
center established, which we still do not know, because
that bill has notpassed, but if it is established, and
everything is going, if the legislature pulls the rug
out, then what? Is it an automatic destru ct?
SPOLSKY
It is the understanding of the Graduate
C~mmittee and certainl~ my understanding that a program
like this must not be offered at the expense of the
Program on campus here.
Now, if it turns out that there is no other way of
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funding, then I dontt think we are ready to do it.
I think, also, one must understand that in the longrun,
programs like the Graduate Center of Santa Fe would
presumably become part ot the general state plan for
higher education, at some stage, whatever we propose to
start there now would fit into such a plan.
In the meantime, and I think you can be reasonably
sure that the administration here would not want to see
an operation like this conducted in any way at the expense
of the facility here.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Silverman.

PROFESSOR SILVERMAN If I might respond in part at
least to Professor Green's concern, I should point out
that negotiations for this have been going on for almost
two years now and the survey which Professor Reed
refers to indicates a very broad interest, not only
within the state agencies, but also within federal agenci es
in Santa Fe.
The funding question, which apparently hopefully will
be approved by the Senate Finance Committee, is notthe
sole string on the bolt.
Hopefully -- if it fails or if there is any
reduction in funds by whatever means the legislature
provides, it is our understanding that the Department
of Personnel, or Department of Highway, other agencies
would make as part of their budget components which would
be made available to support the center.
Now, this is in a sense, the kind of contractual
arrangement we have with Los Alamos, and I think that
we will not undertake to do anything for which there are
not f u n ds identified, and this simply is an instrument
as it were.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Potter.

As a point of information, would
PROFESSOR POTTER
undergraduate students be eligible for -- to attend and
receive credit there?
SPOLSKY
It is intended to be a graduate center
as defined and this doesn't change our policies for
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undergraduate programs in various parts of the state.
It will be specifically a graduate center.
There'· s another question back here.

TRAVELSTEAD

FACULTY MEMBER
Yes. Sickels, Political Science.
I should like to move to amend this proposal by changing
the term "graduate committee 1' , paragraph -- first
paragraph, three lines up, to read "general Faculty" so
that that sentence should read 11 class" -- or instead
"such a program would require the approval of the general
Faculty."
FACULTY MEMBER

Which page is that on?

TRAVELSTEAD
DURRIE

Second.

Right here.

TRAVELSTEAD
It has been moved and seconded that
the third line from the bottom of the first paragraph be
changed from "graduate committee" to "general Faculty ."
SICKELS

Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD

"General Faculty."

SICKELS
May I say a word about that , please? It
seems to me that this is a sufficiently important item to be
brought to the attention of the general Faculty about
the graduate training when such proposals are to be made,
and in most cases, I would expect it to be a perfunctory
move.
TRAVELSTEAD
Some discussion on the proposed
amendment? Ready to vote on it -SPOLSKY one thing.
I am not worried about the
perfunctoriness.
I am worried about the difficulty
someone has getting something on the agenda in time.for
the general Faculty to act with minor matters.
It is
minor matters like this that seem to get on the bottom
of the agenda and stay several months.
I think it would be acceptable, one would have to
come back to the Faculty if one discovered that programs
are in fact blocked by way in which Faculty agendas are
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orked out , and once the thing was in op ration .
0

TRAVELSTEAD
Any other discussion on
amendment? Are you ready to vote on that
those favoring , say II aye . u Opposed , 11 o . 11

y

All those favoring , please hold up your
Hold your hand u
we can get a better idea .
please .
All those o pposed?
to fifty-nine .

The motion

s los

Other discussion on the motion?

ll

n ?

m

,

0

?

r.

t'on .
n you
l'br
r
.
teach graduate courses you have to hav
do you do for library?

I have a qu

SPOLSKY I think Professor Red can n w
question .
We went into it very thoroughly .

r

REED
I went to Santa Fe sev ral i
the request of graduate -- of th Gra uat
discussed with people in three librari
of arrangement we might make , and br' fly ,
of Santa Fe , and the state library both r
to support the needs of the gr u te cen
anticipated in the beginnin , a coupl or
at least that they have sufficient resourc
a start we want , and part - - five thous n
the forty-six thousand being exp nd
th
s funding for the center is for
t e first programs that would be
by
next year , and it would be a coop rativ arr ng m n ,
within a matter of a couple or thre Y ars, th
ibrary would assume the responsibility for
rv c n
the center , and they have adequate sp c
nd r ourc
to do that for the foreseeable f tur ·
CULTY 1EMBER
1a I a k ju
en' we pretty close to Santa Fe
there? I mean we are only an hour
that course~ could be offer
hr ·
SPOLSKY
O fie and of

It is th feel' g
11 the peopl
ho

u
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program , a couple of hundred students that commuting is
not worthwhile.
Mi;. Rome.stead?
PROFESS OR HOMRSTEAD
Yes. Concerning, one,
discipline., the. Department of Civil Engineering, and I
would like to address my rema.rks to Professor Reed to
he spoke about library facilities.
I can see what you just said, cooperation of these
various places up at Santa Fe, may
have the department ,
adequate collection for some of the other disciplines,
but I wonder whether you believe that they have the
adequate collection, the very expensive tools that are
required for engineering?
I need to -- I need not mention -TRAVELSTEAD
Mr. Sparks may have an answer to
that. He is volunteering Mr. Reed.
PROFESSOR SPARKS
TRAVELSTEAD
you answer that?

No, l wasntt trying to answer that.

Oh, I am sorry.

Mr. Reed, then will

REED
The State Highway Department is the only one
in that field that is asking for or trying to implement
a program to my understanding in the area of transportation.
They have quite a few resources of their own, and
they -- what they have is adequate for the kind of
students and the kind of programs they are asking for,
a~d no program will be approved that does not have adequate
library support.
HOMESTEAD
I see. so it would -- it will meet the
requirements of the N.C.A. so far as book collection
for the representative graduate degrees.
REED
There is not a civil engineering college in
Santa Fe equal to what they -- what you would need for
a department of civil engineering, but for a sing!~
program in the area of transportation, the State Highway
Department is helping and is assuring that there will be
adequate resources.
If there are not, the program would not be approved

-
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by the Graduate Committee.

TRAVELSTEAD
HOMESTEAD
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Sparks -- excuse me.
Could I just follow up on another question?
Yes, please.

HOMESTEAD
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Would the collection
at Los Alamos possibly be available, at least to those
students in engineering, who signed up? Because I
imagine without knowing in detail that they would have a
pretty in depth collection,reference tools, et cetera -REED
I canlt answer that, but I think it is a good
idea and it could be done.
TRAVELSTEAD

Sparks?

PROFESSOR SPARKS
The Department of Electrical
Engineering is probably -- heavily involved with Los
Alamos graduates and I am curious about two issues.
One, are there programs already invisioned for the Santa
Fe Graduate Center; are there preferential programs
that this is really being designed for, and if so, what
are those programs?
SPOLSKY
Essentially, public administration, business
administration, possibly educational administration,
possibly the transportation section of civil engineering.
Other programs that have expressed interest at
this are the programs that have expressed interest at
this stage~
SPARKS
And part of this question, then, is how
does one decide which programs are going to be implemented?
SPOLSKY
By the interest expressed first of all by
the prospective students in Santa Fe.
By the office
in Santa Fe and by the departments on the campus here
who worked in the development of the proposal.
TRAVELSTEAD

Yes.

Mr. Kline?

PROFESSOR KLINE
r think we can clear up some of
these if we could put in here that each program would

.

require the approval of the Graduate Committee in the
department concerned rather than having a graduate -this would put it back in the hands ot electric
engineering to determine whether the program should be
offered,ciyil engineering t o determine whether library
is adequate and so forth.
SPOLSKY
KLINE

In response to that
I will put it in the form of a motion.

SPOLSKY
If it is operated like Los Alamos, each
cost is on the approval of the department each time a
course is taught.
It would be impossible for the Graduate Committee
to start a program unless the department were to approve
c lasses to teach -- professors to t e ach in that course
and to appoint them to set up the courses each semester.
The departments have excellent control at all
stages in the operation.
KLINE
We would have to put that information -I think the Los Alamos model, I guess, would probably
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD
FACULTY MEMBER
spelled out.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Chairman?
Yes.
That information is specifically

Yes. Mr. Silverman?

PROFESSOR SILVERMAN
The course would be offered
this is on page ten, third paragraph. Courses would
be offered only with the consent of the department
responsible. All Faculty would need approval in the
normal way( et cetera, is that right?
KLINE
I canlt see adding that where it says,
"the approval of the program." It wouldntt make any
difference in what you are say ing.
TRAVELSTEAD

Do you want to move that, Mr. Kline?
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KLINE

Yes, I would like to move that again.

TRAVELSTEAD

Would you state it again?

KLINE
I move that we amend the third sentence above
here to say 'lGraduate Committee, college and department
concerned. ''
TRAVELSTEAD

Is there a second.

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
Or do you have discussion? Proposed
amendment, approval of it -- that would be in the first
paragraph, third sentence?
KLINE

Yes. "Each such program would require

"

TRAVELSTEAD "Each such program would require the
approval of the Graduate Committee and the department
concerned." Is there discussion on that?
KLINE

· ~ the college~partment."

"

If it doesn't make any difference,
FACULTY MEMBER
why are we considering it?
TRAVELSTEAD

Are you asking me or him?

FACULTY MEMBER

I am asking him.

KLINE
I think it clarifies it, sir, but if you
don't, vote against it.
TRAVELSTEAD

Miss

PROFESSOR MARTIN
Martin, from Computer Science.
I wanted to ask one question. At Los Alamos, we only are
allowed to have master's degree programs which have been
~pproved by the general Faculty before. Is it to be
interpreted from this that the Graduate Committee could
set up a program which will lead to a master's degree
Which is available in Santa Fe but not available on
campus or will only degrees which have been approved
on campus be available there, and the word programs
means that a program to give that degree would be set u p ?
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TRAVELSTEAD
The last is the case. This Faculty
must approve any new program, new graduate program
offered here, or off campus, so I assume that the answer
is clear that the
they could not start a new program.
The Graduate Committee could n ot start a new master's
program degree that was not approved by the Faculty.
FACULTY MEMBER
So the statement is just whether
or not we need to agree to offering a particular master's
degree there which is already offered?
SPOLSKY
It is only -- this gives us authority to
treat that as a center for residents. That doesn't
establish authority to establish new programs which
requires action of the general Faculty and to be -TRAVELSTEAD
Further discussion? Are you ready for
the question. We are voting on the amendment now. The
amendment is to add the "college or department concerned",
and all those favoring the motion, say "aye."
Opposed, "no." All those in favor of the motion
raise your hands, please. I am not clear.
All those opposed? The motion failed by thirty-seven
to fifty-eight. we are back to discuss the main motion.
I move the motion on previous

FACULTY MEMBER
discussion.

Second.

FACULTY MEMBER

TRAVELSTEAD
we are deciding whether to vote on the
question. All those favoring that, moving the previous
question, say "aye."
FACULTY MEMBERS
TRAVELSTEAD

"Aye."

llN o. "
d
0I?pose,

lNo response. )

We will now vote on the question, which is the one
Proposed for the graduate center of Santa Fe by Mr.
11
11
8 po 1 sky.
d
All those in favor, say 11 aye. II Q ppose,
n0 ·
The ''ayes 0 have it. Motion is passed.
You have a report from the athletic council, Mr.
Parker?
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t

We are talking about athletics.
you know that. Mr. Merkx~
MERKX

I want to be sure

Mr. Chairman, I move to adjourn.

It ha s
TRAVELSTEAD
We have a motion to adjourn.
been moved and seconded. All those favoring the motion
say "aye.'\ Opposed, "rio. •t The "a.yes" haye i t . We
adjourn. Thank you.

Respectfully submitted,

John Durrie
Secretary
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THE UNIVERSITY Of" NEW MEXICO

DAu:

October 21, 1974

The University Faculty

Robert M. Weaver, Chairman, Committee on Entrance and Credits
JECT :

~

Proposal for Revised Freshman Admission Requirements
Concern over the lack of adequate preparation of many of the University's
entering freshmen as evidenced by studies that have been made in various
offices of the University during the past several semesters has led the
Committee on Entrance and Credits to an examination of existing requirements for admission.
Between 1946 and 1970 criteria for admission as a freshman included completion of specific subject matter at the high school level. Shortly after
the University eliminated subject matter admission requirements, changes
in high school curricula and graduation requirements began which have
permitted students to graduate with considerably less academic preparation
than was once the case.
Although it recognizes that such a move is not a total solution to the
problem, the Committee on Entrance and Credits, meeting on October 11, 1974,
voted to recommend to the General Faculty approval of re-institution, effective with the 1977 Fall semester, of subject matter admission requirements
as reflected in the following revised text for the University's general
catalog. The reason for projecting this change to the 1977 Fall is to
permit high schools sufficient lead time for any necessary curricular changes
as well as for students to become acquainted with and be prepared to meet
admission requirements.

05 ..,.,
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RECOW1ENDED REVISED ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
(As Amended at February 11 Faculty Meeting)
ADMISSION BY CERTIFICATE
The standard of preparation for admission to freshman status in the
University is the four-year high school course.
The minimum qualitative requirement for admission is a grade average of
C (2.0 on a 4.0 system) in previous academic work exclusive of grades in P. E.
activity and ensemble music courses.
High school s accredited by regional accrediting associations, state
departments of education, or state universities, are recognized by the University of New Mexico. Graduates of accredited high schools who meet qualitative
requirements of the University may be admitted upon presentation of transcripts
showing a minimum of 15 acceptable units. Graduates of unaccredited or partially
accredited high schools who present transcripts which meet admission requirements
in all respects except accreditation may become eligibl e for admission
upon validating the unaccredited high school work by qual ifying scores on the
American College Te st.
SUBJECT MATTER REQUIREMENTS. In determining admission status, it is the
primary concern of the University that the applicant have adequate preparation
for successful college work. As evidence of adequate preparation, it is
required that the applicant 's transcript show within the 15 minimum required
units successful completion of at least 13 units in specified subject-matter
areas. Of these 13 units, 11 units must be distributed as follows:
F.nglish--3 units
Social Studies--2 units (including 1 unit in U.S. History)
Natural Sciences--2 units, 1 unit of which must be in Biology, Chemist:Ty
or Physics
Students intending to study nursing are advised to have completed
a t least 1 unit in chemistry.
Mathematics--2 units (Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, or higher mathematics). The minimum 2-unit requirement may be satisfied with 2
units of algebra or 1 unit of algebra and 1 unit of geometry.
A student intending to study mathematics, physics, engineering,
or architecture, will find it necessary in order to complete
his prescribed curriculum without loss of time, to have completed
at least two units of algebra, one unit of geometry, and one-half
unit of trigonometry or higher mathematics. Students planning to
enter the fields of pharmacy, pre-medicine, pre-dentistry,
nursing, biology, chemistry, geology, psychology, economics,
political science, sociology, or business administration, are
advised to include in their preparation at least two units of
algebra and one unit of geometry.
Languages other than English--2 units of a single language
The remaining 2 units of the specified 13 must be chosen from the following
list of restricted electives:
Group A--English, Journalism Speech
Group B--French, Spanish, Latin, German, and other foreign languages
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Group C--Algebra, Plane Geometry, Solid Geometry, Trigonometry, or
higher mathematics
Group D--General Science, Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Physiology,
Geology
Group E--History, Geography, Sociology, Economics, Government,
Psychology, Social Science
Group F--Fine Arts (Music, Art, Drama)
DEFICIENCIES. Deficiencies in one or more of the four specified
subject matter areas (English, Mathematics, Social Studies, Natural Scienc s)
may be satisfied by attainment of an ACT score of 20 or higher in that ar a
or areas. All deficiencies may be satisfied by a composite ACT scor of 22
or higher. Subject matter deficiencies cannot be satisfied in any oth r w y.
SPECIAL ADMISSIONS. A limited number of students may be admitt
to the University each year without regard to the specific subject m tt r
requirements set forth above, upon review and approval by the Committe
on Entrance and Credits.

,
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DATE:

February 27, 1975

The University Faculty
IMt

Don P. Schlegel, Chairman, Department of Architectur~

IJECT:

Request by the Department of Architecture of the College of Fine Arts to
become a separate unit -- Background information
The Annual Report of the Department of Architecture in 1973-74 made the
following recommendation (toward a School of Architecture and Planning):

"It seems apl?ropriate that we now begin to look at a new administrative
structure for the Department of Architecture in the College of Fine Arts.
There have been many changes in the program and in the profession since
Architecture was placed in the College in 1958, As of now, the relationship to t he other departments of Fine Arts becomes less and less programmatic ; the study of Architecture is moving more and more to a broad
interdisciplinary education, where Social Science, Political Science,
Economics, and Psychology are as important are~s of study as Art and
Engineering. Therefore, the administration of the program under the
present structure is becoming more difficult from a financial point of
view, as well as from an interdisciplinary-faculty point of view."
After a meeting with Vice President Travelstead, Dean Adams, and myself,
Dr. Travelstead appointed an ad hoc committee to study the recommendation
and report back to him by November 15, 1974. The committee consisted of
Associate Dean of Fine Arts Don McRae (Chairman); Dean of Arts and Sciences
Nathaniel Wollman; Dean of Engineering William A. Gross; Assistant Vice
President Joel M. Jones; and the University Architect, Van Dorn Hooker.
The committee requested supporting information from the department chairman
and held a series of meetings with the chairman and faculty. On November 15,
~974, a committee report was sent to Vice President Travelstead, recommending the establishment of a School of Architecture and Planning, effective
July 1, 1975. The following are reasons as stated by the Committee:

1.

Improvement in regional and national identity.

2.

The changing and expanding nature of the discipline, and its movement
away from both Fine Arts and Engineering.

3.

A more flexible capacity to deal with curricular development along
new, multi-disciplinary lines,

4,

I1uproved public image and visibility, very important with respect to
attracting regional and national grants.

5.

An independent administrative unit which could provide a future home

for valid and important state and federal programs.
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Page Two •••
Hemorandum to the University Faculty

February 27, 1975

6.

An improved capacity for outreach into the community and region both
in research and applied technology.

7.

A feeling that the department and the whole discipline of architecture
are at a point where it is psychologically and strategically important
that this thrust to a new level be taken. If it is not, the department
may "encapsulate , close in upon itself, and leave much of its potential
unrealized. "

Subsequently:
Vice President Travelstead and President Heady reviewed the recommendations
of the ad hoc committee.
Vice President Travelstead met with Dean Adams and me, and supported the
recommendations with the understanding that this will not commit the University to any increased faculty positions or funding more than would be appropriate in the next fiscal year if we remained a Department.
A formal presentation was made to the Fine Arts faculty. The faculty unanimously approved a motion to establish a separate School of Architecture and
Planning effective July 1, 1975.
Dean Adams and I presented information, including report of the ad hoc co
ttee, to Deans' Council, Policy Committee, COUP Committee, Curricula Committee,
and Graduate Committee.

DPS: ej
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DATE:

ro,

Mr. John Durrie, University Secretary

FROM:

Bernard Spolsky, Dean of the Graduate

sueJECT:

Proposed Santa Fe Graduate Center

January 24, 1975

I enclose a copy of the proposal approved by the Graduate Committee
and request that this be placed as an item on the agenda of the next
faculty meeting . I also enclose notes on the proposal which might
usefully be distributed to the faculty with the agenda.

s/k
enc.
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PROPOSED SANTA FE GRADUATE CENTER

It is proposed that the University of New Mexico establish at Santa Fe
a Graduate Center. The Santa Fe Graduate Center, following the model
of the Los Alamos Graduate Center, would offer graduate study for resident credit. The proposal responds to an expression of interest by
various governmental agencies in Santa Fe, and a survey carried out
by two members of the staff of the State Personnel Office. Basic reconunendations are to establish a Center with residence status, to offer
courses applicable to the Master's degree in such areas as Public Administration, Business Administration, Educational Administration,
Guidance and Counseling, and Engineering, with new areas to be added as
demand grows. Each such program would require the approval of the
Graduate Committee. Classes would be offered in the late afternoon
and evening and on weekends, using facilities of the state government
and local schools.
The Santa Fe Graduate Center, like the one at Los Alamos, would be selfsupporting, being funded from tuition and through contracts with appropriate agencies. Although some of the instructional staff might be
recruited locally, regular University faculty would be given priority.
Courses taught at these graduate centers are counted as part of the
regular workload of the faculty member, with additional dislocation
salary and expenses paid for such work. Faculty time released by the
department or unit shall be reimbursable under the contract and corresponding funds made available to the department or unit for additional
temporary faculty as needed for on-campus instruction.
The organizational pattern would be similar to that at Los Alamos. A
Director of the center would be appointed by and report to the Dean of
the Graduate School. courses would be offered only with the consent
of the department responsible; all faculty would need approval i~ the
normal way. In each general subject area, there would be an Advisory
Committee consisting of at least three UNM faculty members in the a:ea.
One representative from each of the participating departments or units,
the Director of the center, the Dean of the Graduate School and a l~mited
number of local representatives would constitute the Advisory Council
of the Center.

****
Approved by the Graduate committee January 16, 1975.

. ..._,, r
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1/23/75
NOTES ON THE PROPOSAL FOR A SANTA FE GRADUATE CENTER
Early in 1973 the State Personnel Office began to explore the possibility
of the University of New Mexico establishing a graduate residence center
in Santa Fe. In September, 1973, the Office carried out a survey to
find out the extent of demand for such a center. They asked all state
employees in the merit system who lived and worked in Santa Fe and who
had completed at least four years of college whether they would be
interested in studying for a graduate degree if it were to be offered
in Santa Fe; there were over 200 positive responses. At the moment,
there is very little graduate education available in Santa Fe. St. John's
College offers a summer program leading to the M.A., but only in humanities.
The University of New Mexico's Los Alamos Graduate Center is geared to
the needs of the staff of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories.
Commuting to Highlands or UNM is extremely difficult. UNM offered some
courses at the College of Santa Fe in the summer of 1969 and 1970, but
the experiment was abandoned. At the moment, the University offers
several graduate courses through Extension in Santa Fe, but only six
hours in extension may be used towards a graduate degree.
The study conducted by the State Personnel Office shows that there is
a high potential of student demand. In addition to the group surveyed,
there is likely to be interest from teachers in the area, state employees
not in the merit system, federal employees and the general public.
Discussions leading towards the present proposal started at UNM in the
summer of 1974. Members of the Central Administration and of departments likely to be involved considered the issue on a number of occasions.
It was finally decided to look into the possibility of establishing a
graduate center modeled on the existing UNM Los Alamos Graduate Center.
The present proposal was developed by the Graduate Committee in consultation with a number of departments. At present, the principal aupport
comes from the school of Business & Administrative Sciences, the Division
of Public Administration, the Department of Educational Administration,
the Department of Political science, the Department of Civil Engineering,
and the Department of Guidance and Counseling.
The proposal is intended to set out the conditions that the Graduate
Committee believes must be met in such a center to assure the possibility
of good graduate education. Discussions are continuing with the State
Personnel Office on possible financial support for such a center.
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TO :

The University Faculty

FROM :

John N. Durrie, Secretary

SUBJECT:

March 11, 1975

Leave Policy Revision

At the Regents' meeting of June 12, 1974, "it was generally
agreed, 11 to quote the minutes, "that the leave policy should
be re-examined with respect to back-to-back leaves. 11
A revision was accordingly drafted--see next page--and was
approved by the Regents at their February 1 meeting, subject
to approval by the Faculty.

LEAVE ~·/ITHOUT PJ\Y

Present s bi temcnt:
----~
----

2. As o gcncr.nl policy, a leave without pay or any combination

of a sabbatical leave and a leave without pay will not exceed one ye nr
in dur Dt ion.

However, in extremely rare cases, the Regents w:!.11

consider exceptions which would per:m. t a maximum of one addi tiona 1
year awuy from the University if in ~he opinion of the department
chairman, the dean, the Vice President for Academic Affairs, and the
President such an arrangement in a particular case would be of demonstrable benefit to the University.

Propose~ stat em ent:
2. A leave 1.vithout pay or any combinetion of a sabbatical leave
and~ leave without pay will not generally exceed one year in duration,

altbouc;h whe?') the best intel'ests of the Univ~rsity 't-Jculd be sc

served and with the concurrence of the depart~ent chairman, the de an,
and the Vice President for Academic Affairs, the P~e~ident may rec o~ mend a two-year absence to the Regents.

However, except in extreme ly

rare cases, as recommended by the President to the Regents, a facul ty
member shall not be absent from tho University for more than two of
any five consecutive years, and it is not contemplated that even suc h
8

Proportion of absence shall be the norm.
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PROPOSED POLICY STATEMENT ON ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO'S GALLUP AND NORTHERN BRANCHES

A supplement to the University's Policy on
Academic Freedom and Tenure now appearing
in the Faculty Handbook, pages 34-42.
The basic principles upon which U.N.M.'s present Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure are based shall apply to the branch colleges
within the State as well as to the main campus in Albuquerque.

In

the implementation of this policy at the branch colleges, however, i t
will be necessary to use some slightly different criteria for the
achievement of academic tenure.
below.

These differences are described

It should be noted that the recently approved Tenure Position

Plan which is applicable at the branches M

well M

.Q.!l

the main cam-

pus indicates that the normal initial full-time contract at the
instructor and assistant professor levels will be~ term appointment
of

l years.
1.

As at the main campus, some full-time probationary appoint-

ments (those leading to tenure) may be made at the branch colleges,
but because of the differences and changing nature of instructional
requirements on these branch campuses, a larger percentage of temporary and term appointments will be made at branch colleges than on
the main campus.
2.

Probationary appointments made at a branch college shall

lead towa·rd academic tenure in a particular discipline at that
branch only and not toward tenure on the main campus or at another
branch.
3.

The four basesl for appointment, promotion, and tenure used on

lL.
isted on p. 52 of the current Faculty Handbook: teaching~ scholarship, research, or other creative work; service; and personal characteristics.
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05~
the main campus shall apply also to the branch campuses.

It is

expected, however, that because of the somewhat different mission
of branch colleges, more emphasis will be placed there on teaching
and service and less upon scholarship and research.
4.

Recommendations concerning academic tenure for a faculty mem-

ber at a branch college shall be made directly to the main campus
Vice President for Academic Affairs by the director at the branch.

A

recommendation shall then be made by the Vice President to the President of the University.

Such recommendations and final decisions

shall not be subject to review or approval by any faculty group on
the main campus.

It is urged, however, that the branch college

~

director responsible for making such recommendations will seek advice
of an appropriate faculty group on the main campus before recommending
tenure.

For example, the chairman and faculty of the Department of

English on the main campus could he!p the branch college faculty
group and director develop and use guidelines for arriving at a
tenure recommendation concerning a person teaching English at the
branch college, if it is well understood in advance that somewhat
different emphases will be used in the application of criteria at
the branch college.

In addition, the branch college director shall

consult with all full-time faculty at the branch college concerning
the tenure recommendation.
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